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NHL Power Rankings: Devils surge into the top five, Blue Jackets plummet to dead last 

By Dom Luszczyszyn and Sean Gentille 

We get a lot of questions about how the sausage gets made 
here at Power Rankings HQ. This early in the season, those 
questions are amplified if the rankings don’t perfectly align 
with the standings. For the millionth time, these are not the 
Power Standings. 

But it does beg the question of how and why teams are 
ranked the way they are. What’s the scientific process here? 

That’s a great question and this week we have answers. This 
week we’re offering an exclusive peek behind the curtain of 
the factory attached to Power Rankings HQ, the one that 
spits out all our perfectly placed rankings. For every team, 
we tell you exactly why they’re here, with “here” being this 
week’s rank. Sometimes it’s as simple as a team’s record, 
sometimes it’s a bit more complicated with their underlying 
numbers, and sometimes the vibes are just off. Oftentimes 
it’s a combination of all three. 

To some of you, our methods may seem inconsistent, but 
there’s a method to our madness – let us show you. 

1. Boston Bruins 

Last Week: 1 
Record: 12-2-0 
Dom rank: 1 
Sean rank: 1 

Why they’re here: An unsinkable top line and enough depth 
to make up for those early injuries. 

Sean: Also, because Cam Neely and Don Sweeney don’t 
actually play for the team. Dodged a bullet there, fellas. 
There’s nothing left to say about Patrice Bergeron. We’ve 
already gassed up Hampus Lindholm. That forward group, 
with David Krejci back in “feed David Pastrnak mode,” makes 
sense for the first time in a couple years; Charlie Coyle is 
riding a bit of an on-ice save percentage heater (12.44 
percent), but he makes a hell of a lot more sense as a 3C. 
That’ll work. 

Now Charlie McAvoy is back? Mission accomplished. 

2. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last Week: 3 
Record: 13-2-0 
Dom rank: 2 
Sean rank: 2 

Why they’re here: Jack Eichel. 

Dom: Obviously Vegas is here for other reasons – a 
sparkling record, dominant five-on-five numbers, Bruce 
Cassidy, the team’s other superstars, Logan Thompson – but 
the big story is Eichel. 

Vegas paid a lot to get Eichel because the Golden Knights 
thought he could be That Guy, the number one center nearly 
every Stanley Cup contender is built around. Through 15 
games, Eichel has been That Guy. He’s got nine goals, 19 
points, a 68 percent expected goals rate, and is outscoring 
opponents by the same margin. His average Game Score for 
the year is 2.01, the league’s third-best mark. He’s playing at 
a Hart-caliber level and Thursday night’s game against his 
former team was the stamp on that. A petty one at that. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last Week: 2 
Record: 9-4-1 
Dom rank: 3 
Sean rank: 3 

Why they’re here: Andrei Svechnikov and Martin Necas 
appear to have both leveled up. 

Sean: We’ve talked a lot about Svechnikov over the years — 
he’s a mega-talent without many analogs leaguewide. Now 
he appears to have gone from “really good with untapped 
potential status” to world-beater. Ask the Oilers, they saw it 
up close again on Wednesday night. Necas, though, might 
be more interesting. He started Thursday 10th in the league 
in points/60 at five-on-five. 

4. New Jersey Devils 

Last Week: 8 
Record: 11-3-0 
Dom rank: 4 
Sean rank: 4 

Why they’re here: Nine straight wins and dominating the shot 
clock every night. They’re an absolute wagon. 

Dom: The Devils cannot be stopped right now. Rarely have 
we seen a team ascend to these heights year over year, but 
New Jersey looks legit. The core that the Devils have 
carefully put together is putting it all together at the same 
time and that’s leading to pure domination on a nightly basis. 
We’ll see if this lasts once the schedule gets tougher (and 
depending on the team’s goaltending injuries), but for now, 
this team deserves all the credit in the world. It’s why they 
land in the top five – a Power Rankings first for this group. 

5. Florida Panthers 

Last Week: 4 
Record: 8-5-1 
Dom rank: 5 
Sean rank: 5 

Why they’re here: They just might have won that big trade, 
after all. 

Sean: Matthew Tkachuk should’ve gotten 20 games or so for 
trying to scoop out Jonathan Quick’s eyeball — if you 
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disagree there, I’d like an explanation — but the on-ice 
impact is beyond dispute. He’s seventh in the league in five-
on-five points/60. Regrettably, that’s second in his own 
family. Matthew has Brady beat in average Game Score, 
though. He’s actually got everyone beat — and the gap 
between him (2.20) and second place is nearly as large as 
the gap between second and sixth. 

Things aren’t going well in Calgary at the moment, and 
Tkachuk is always going to be one player judged against 
two, but the gap is a little closer than we may have thought. 

6. Dallas Stars 

Last Week: 6 
Record: 8-4-1 
Dom rank: 7 
Sean rank: 6 

Why they’re here: The top line is unstoppable while Jamie 
Benn and Tyler Seguin turn back the clocks. 

Dom: I talked about the top line a lot in the latest 16 Stats 
and it bears repeating: Jason Robertson, Roope Hintz and 
Joe Pavelski are stupid good together. 

But that alone isn’t enough for a spot just outside the top five. 
It takes a team effort and the Stars are getting more of that 
this year starting with the team’s former dynamic duo. Benn 
has 11 points in 13 games while Seguin has 10 in 13. If they 
can provide consistent secondary scoring behind the top trio, 
this team can really cook. 

7. Colorado Avalanche 

Last Week: 5 
Record: 7-4-1 
Dom rank: 6 
Sean rank: 7 

Why they’re here: We know how good they are. 

Sean: Alex Newhook started the season as Colorado’s new 
2C. He’s currently 11th on the team in points/60 and 15th in 
expected goals percentage. Can we just skip ahead to 
February, when they trade for Ryan O’Reilly or whatever? 
Let’s sim some of these games. It’s a waste of time. 

8. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last Week: 14 
Record: 7-4-3 
Dom rank: 8 
Sean rank: 10 

Why they’re here: They can’t beat bad teams. 

Dom: The Preseason Favorites According To Dom’s Model 
find themselves in eighth which is a fair bit lower than 
anticipated. It’s an improvement from last week, one that 
shows how frustrating this team can be. Go 2-0-1 against the 
top three teams in this week’s power rankings, but start the 
season losing to several of the teams at the bottom. It’s 
nothing new for this group, but it’s this team’s record that’s 
holding them back from being ranked higher. A few more 
wins in games they should’ve won and that record looks a lot 
nicer – nice enough that even Sean’s hatred for the Leafs 
wouldn’t deter him from placing them higher. Maybe. 

9. New York Rangers 

Last Week: 10 
Record: 7-5-3 
Dom rank: 9 
Sean rank: 9 

Why they’re here: Too many problems to have them higher, 
too much talent to drop them down. 

Sean: Arthur Staple posted a mailbag ahead of the Rangers’ 
8-2 win over Detroit. If the tone of the questions was 
representative of the fanbase at large, the fanbase at large is 
nervous and pissed, even though the Rangers’ record 
through 14 games is basically the same as last season. I get 
it; things tend to feel worse when your goalie looks like a 
normal person, and the forward group (again) is a top-heavy 
mess, but it’s still easy to imagine things flipping in a hurry. 

10. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last Week: 11 
Record: 7-5-1 
Dom rank: 10 
Sean rank: 8 

Why they’re here: Their depth has disappeared. 

Dom: We love the Lightning around here and will always give 
them the benefit of doubt. In the playoffs, they remain a team 
to be feared – but we aren’t in the playoffs yet. Right now, it 
hasn’t been good enough and the team’s continued talent 
exodus is the problem. 

Brandon Hagel (11 points in 13 games) and Nick Paul (eight 
points in 13 games) have been welcome adds, but outside 
The Big Three and Alex Killorn, the scoring hasn’t been 
there. Those guys aren’t controlling play either with the fourth 
line getting filled in especially. Without Ryan McDonagh, the 
defense is looking a lot thinner too. 

11. Seattle Kraken 

Last Week: 17 
Record: 8-4-2 
Dom rank: 11 
Sean rank: 11 

Why they’re here: They’ve burned us before. 

Sean: This team is ninth in expected goals percentage, sixth 
in actual goals percentage and seventh in points percentage. 
I can’t think of a good reason to have them down here, other 
than the lingering effects of Grubauerpalooza. Martin Jones 
hasn’t been good (.907 save percentage, 0.2 goals saved 
above expected), but he’s been good enough. Still doesn’t 
mean I’m signing off on him. 

12. Edmonton Oilers 

Last Week: 7 
Record: 8-7-0 
Dom rank: 12 
Sean rank: 13 

Why they’re here: As it turns out, Jack Campbell is not good! 

Dom: There are two Jacks: Good Jack and Bad Jack. 
Unfortunately for Edmonton, they have really only seen Bad 
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Jack so far and the team in front hasn’t been good enough to 
mask his play. It might turn, and Good Jack is a lot of fun to 
watch if it does. But this run of play isn’t new for Campbell. 
After his awful second half for the Leafs last year, this might 
just be closer to what he is. And that’s a scary thought for an 
Oilers team with contending aspirations that just signed him 
for five years. 

13. Winnipeg Jets 

Last Week: 18 
Record: 8-3-1 
Dom rank: 14 
Sean rank: 12 

Why they’re here: Connor Hellebuyck, with a side of Rick 
Bowness … magic? Can we call what he does magic? 

Sean: Murat Ates on Thursday had one of the more 
thoughtful single tweets about early-season hockey that 
you’ll see. 

Love it. I respect the nuance. But if we’re picking one thing 
(and we are, because that’s the gimmick this week), it’s 
Hellebuyck. He’s saved 12.6 goals above expected in his 
first 10 games. That’s bananas, and I’m not going to say 
more than that, because I just noticed that you talked about 
him in 16 Stats. But the idea of him at this level, once 
Bowness’ Bownessity truly kicks in, is starting to get 
legitimately interesting. 

14. New York Islanders 

Last Week: 16 
Record: 9-6-0 
Dom rank: 13 
Sean rank: 15 

Why they’re here: We were going to put them higher and say 
“it’s because they learned how to score” – but then they got 
shut out by the Arizona Coyotes. 

Dom: Trust us Islanders fans, we wanted to respect you. We 
really did! Honestly, it’s better this way. Prove us wrong! 

15. Minnesota Wild 

Last Week: 13 
Record: 6-6-1 
Dom rank: 15 
Sean rank: 14 

Why they’re here: They rebounded from a horrific start and a 
potential goaltending catastrophe. 

Sean: If you toss out his first two starts — and god knows 
he’d want to — Marc-Andre Fleury is 5-2-1 with a .921 save 
percentage and No. 15 GSAx in the league. That’s 
cromulent, and proof that he didn’t age like milk over the 
summer. He’s old, but he’s still pretty good. The Wild took an 
odd route to a .500 points percentage, but ultimately, it feels 
right. 

16. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last Week: 15 
Record: 5-6-2 
Dom rank: 16 
Sean rank: 16 

Why they’re here: Still an elite team at five-on-five, but the 
results have been hard to come by. 

Dom: The Penguins deserve a much better fate than their 
current 5-6-2 record. Hell, they have a positive goal 
differential! The bounces haven’t gone their way and at 5-on-
5 they’re still earning 56 percent of the actual and expected 
goals. Given their pedigree and priors, we’ll gladly put this 
team above some others with better records. It wouldn’t be a 
shock if they moved up substantially over the next few 
weeks, but for now, they’re in the middle of good (underlying 
numbers) and bad (their record). 

17. Los Angeles Kings 

Last Week: 19 
Record: 9-6-1 
Dom rank: 17 
Sean rank: 17 

Why they’re here: The goaltending is impossible to sign off 
on, maybe forever. 

Sean: LA is top-10 in five-on-five scoring and expected 
goals, and yet here they sit. Of the 66 goalies who qualify for 
the GSAx leaderboard, the Kings started Thursday with No. 
50 (Jonathan Quick, minus-2.43) and No. 60 (Cal Petersen, 
minus-4.33). Their team save percentage (.884) was 28th. 
Not good! Bad! 

18. Calgary Flames 

Last Week: 9 
Record: 5-6-2 
Dom rank: 18 
Sean rank: 19 

Why they’re here: We ran out of excuses for seven straight 
losses. 

Dom: Injuries, chemistry, puck luck, strength of schedule, 
blah, blah, blah – win a game! 

We’re big Flames Guys over at Power Rankings HQ and we 
want nothing more than to rank them highly. But they have to 
actually earn it with some Ws. 

19. Buffalo Sabres 

Last Week: 12 
Record: 7-7-0 
Dom rank: 20 
Sean rank: 18 

Why they’re here: A bit of predictable trouble in paradise. 

Sean: Rough week for the Sabrays. Four games, four 
exhibition losses. No shame in losing to Carolina, Tampa 
Bay and Vegas. Definitely some shame in losing to the 
Coyotes. It happened before I fully jumped on the 
bandwagon, at least. The schedule softens up in a bit here 
— four of their next six opponents are Vancouver, Ottawa, 
Montreal and St. Louis, and another is the Maple Leafs. 
That’s nice for them. 

20. Detroit Red Wings 

Last Week: 23 
Record: 7-4-3 
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Dom rank: 19 
Sean rank: 20 

Why they’re here: Ville Husso – for multiple reasons. 

Dom: Going into Thursday night, Husso was fifth in goals 
saved above expected with seven goals saved in eight 
games this season. He was the reason the Red Wings were 
off to a hot 7-3-3 start. 

Of course, anytime we start writing these things the opposite 
thing we need for our predetermined narrative starts 
happening instead. The Rangers absolutely blew the doors 
off Husso, scoring eight goals on just 3.2 expected goals. His 
game-by-game goals saved above expected is looking like a 
cryptocurrency. After that game, it was hard to justify having 
the Red Wings any higher than 20th, especially with the 
team’s weak underlying numbers. Needless to say, we’re 
bearish. 

21. Washington Capitals 

Last Week: 21 
Record: 6-7-2 
Dom rank: 21 
Sean rank: 21 

Why they’re here: Old. 

Sean: The old jokes are probably overdone. It just looked 
funny. Now, are they hurt? Yes. Yes, they are hurt. Look at 
the John Carlson-less defense they rolled out against 
Pittsburgh on Wednesday. 

22. Ottawa Senators 

Last Week: 20 
Record: 4-8-1 
Dom rank: 24 
Sean rank: 22 

Why they’re here: Killed by their own hype machine. 

Dom: I really do wonder what this team looks like right now if 
Josh Norris didn’t get injured. The team is 1-6-1 since, losing 
seven straight. Ouch. 

But Norris alone was never going to be able to fix that. This 
team has problems beyond that, problems that were 
seemingly ignored this summer when everyone was 
penciling them into the playoffs (over Boston, lmao). Not us. 
We are never wrong. 

We’re leaving them a bit higher because their underlying 
numbers have legitimately improved and they’re a better 
team than their record, but this is clearly not a playoff team. 

23. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last Week: 25 
Record: 7-4-2 
Dom rank: 23 
Sean rank: 23 

Why they’re here: The whole team can’t be made of Carter 
Hart. 

Sean: They got spanked by Columbus on Thursday night. 
That, uh, does not bode well — but nothing about them does, 
outside of Hart generally looking like the guy everyone 

thought he was. They’re 29th in actual goals for and 30th in 
expected goals percentage. Unless Hart is superhuman, or 
something changes with the team in front of him, it’s not 
going to work out. 

24. Montreal Canadiens 

Last Week: 26 
Record: 7-6-1 
Dom rank: 22 
Sean rank: 24 

Why they’re here: Hard to forget that this team finished dead 
last in 2021-22. 

Dom: The Canadiens are a feel-good story right now with 
their shocking 7-6-1 record, but we’re not going to pretend 
this team is for real. It’s unlikely they stay competitive much 
longer with how little they’re controlling play at five-on-five, 
how poor they are at generating chances on the power play 
and limiting them on the penalty kill. 

With that being said, the vibes are good and that’s good 
enough. Nick Suzuki and Cole Caufield are scoring at will 
while abandoning all defensive responsibilities – exactly how 
a rebuilding team should treat their budding young stars. 
Kirby Dach looks like a legit find, too. 

The Canadiens are fun which is the best compliment you can 
give a bad team. No need to overthink it, just enjoy the 24th-
place ranking before the inevitable tank down the standings. 

25. Nashville Predators 

Last Week: 22 
Record: 5-8-1 
Dom rank: 25 
Sean rank: 25 

Why they’re here: The looming possibility that Juuse Saros 
has succumbed to goalie voodoo. 

Sean: I thought about Saros as my preseason Vezina pick, 
until I realized he made 67 starts last season. That never 
bodes well, especially for a smaller goalie that had never 
made more than 40 regular-season NHL starts. Bad news for 
the Predators — it seems to have been a valid concern. 
Saros’ save percentage is an ugly .892, and his GSAx 
(minus 0.76) isn’t much better. There aren’t many goalies 
league-wide that you can count on for year-in, year-out elite 
production. Saros could’ve added himself to the list; he has 
not. 

26. Vancouver Canucks 

Last Week: 28 
Record: 4-7-3 
Dom rank: 26 
Sean rank: 27 

Why they’re here: How much time do you have? 

Dom: What the hell is happening here? 

27. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last Week: 30 
Record: 5-5-3 
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Dom rank: 28 
Sean rank: 26 

Why they’re here: They chose to be. 

Sean: The Blackhawks have a .500 points percentage 
through their first 12 games, but it’d be disrespectful to the 
roster Kyle Davidson assembled to suggest that it was 
anything other than a fluke. I believe in his vision. 

28. St. Louis Blues 

Last Week: 24 
Record: 4-8-0 
Dom rank: 27 
Sean rank: 28 

Why they’re here: Because we’ve never, ever been wrong 
about this team. Ever. Not once. 

Dom: Excuse me while I eat this big heaping bowl of 
schadenfreude. 

29. San Jose Sharks 

Last Week: 31 
Record: 3-9-3 
Dom rank: 30 
Sean rank: 29 

Why they’re here: No team with Erik Karlsson playing like 
Erik Karlsson can be 32nd. 

Sean: Loved this stat from Corey Masisak. 

The ideal potential outcomes here are that Karlsson either 
does this in San Jose for 82 games (not impossible) or that 
some team loses its mind and adds his 20-year, $17.25 
million AAV contract at the deadline (much closer to 
impossible). Just keep him healthy. 

30. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 32 
Record: 6-6-1 
Dom rank: 29 
Sean rank: 30 

Why they’re here: They’ve somehow won four of their last 
five games which is enough to briefly forget how horrible this 
team is supposed to be. 

Dom: The Coyotes have three good players and two of them 
aren’t even playing… how are they doing this? HOW. It 
boggles the mind. 

Best not to think too hard about it before our brains start 
imploding. For now, they’re not last, and that’s still difficult to 
process. 

31. Anaheim Ducks 

Last Week: 27 
Record: 4-9-1 
Dom rank: 31 
Sean rank: 31 

Why they’re here: An apparent inability to win a game in 
regulation. 

Sean: Fourteen games, four wins, none in the first 60 
minutes. I think I’m ready to call Troy Terry the real deal, 
though. He’s got 17 points in 14 games despite dealing with 
the inevitable shooting percentage comedown (19.3 to 11.1) 
from his breakout 2021-22. The underlyings are fine. A line 
with him, Trevor Zegras and Adam Henrique is over 57 
percent in goals, actual and expected. Not bad at all. 

32. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last Week: 29 
Record: 4-9-0 
Dom rank: 32 
Sean rank: 32 

Why they’re here: They’re somehow even worse than 
analytically advertised. And they just lost Zach Werenski for 
what could be a long time. 

Dom: When we did our preseason previews, a lot of Blue 
Jackets fans felt like our projection was a floor for this team. 
They couldn’t even fathom that being the average projection. 
Here we are 13 games later and it’s a lot easier to see that 
things indeed could’ve been worse. Even for the most 
pessimistic, this start to the season has been hard to believe. 
It’s through no fault of Johnny Gaudreau either, he’s been 
about as good as he can be on this team. The rest of the 
team? A lot of “yikes” across the board. 

Werenski wasn’t one of those players though. He’s been 
legitimately great this year which is what makes his injury so 
disappointing. It would’ve been nice to see him fully ascend 
into the upper echelon of defenders in this league. Without 
him, this team’s chances of landing Connor Bedard have 
vastly improved considering the rest of the blue line. Perhaps 
that was Gaudreau’s master plan all along.
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NHL season predictions 2.0: Revised picks for Stanley Cup, playoff field, awards and more 

It’s only been a month. Four short weeks. How much could 
have possibly changed in that limited time since most NHL 
teams opened their 2022-23 seasons on Oct. 11 or 12? 

For some, it’s pretty startling. 

Since The Athletic polled its NHL staff for preseason 
predictions, the Bruins have barely lost, the Blues have 
barely won, Connor McDavid has been better than ever, Erik 
Karlsson has turned back the clock and all sorts of other 
unexpected developments have unfolded. 

What’s the sum of it all? This week, we polled staffers on the 
same set of questions we asked in the preseason. Here’s 
how our expectations for 2022-23 have already evolved, with 
expert analysis, critique and a few “I told you so’s” from 
senior national writer Sean Gentille, national writer Hailey 
Salvian, analytics guru Shayna Goldman and NHL betting 
expert Jesse Granger. 

Who will win the Stanley Cup? 

Carolina Hurricanes 28.2% 33.3% 

Colorado Avalanche  28.2% 33.3% 

New York Rangers 7.7% 11.1% 

Boston Bruins 0.0% 11.1% 

Vegas Golden Knights 0.0% 8.3% 

Dallas Stars 0.0% 2.8% 

Edmonton Oilers  10.3% 0.0% 

Calgary Flames 7.7% 0.0% 

Florida Panthers 7.7% 0.0% 

Toronto Maple Leafs 5.1% 0.0% 

Pittsburgh Penguins  2.6% 0.0% 

St. Louis Blues 2.6% 0.0% 

Gentille: The fact that the Avs spun a pretty meh start into an 
uptick here says a lot. Winning a Cup — especially the way 
they did — deservedly gets you cred and time to waste. 
Outside of Vegas and maybe Dallas, nobody in the West has 
outkicked their coverage, either. An easier path, or the 
perception of one, helps a bit here. 

Granger: No team saw a bigger jump in expectations — both 
in this poll and in the sportsbook odds — than the Bruins. 
After no one picked them to win the Stanley Cup before the 
season, 11.1 percent of writers are now on board. 

Meanwhile, the oddsmakers had the Bruins at +3,000 (13th 
in the NHL) in the preseason but now have them with the 
second-best odds, at +900. It’s easy to see why. Boston has 
dominated both sides of the puck, with the league’s top-rated 
offense and the second-rated defense behind only Vegas. 

Salvian: Carolina might not have the same lopsided record 
early on as, say, Boston or Vegas, but let’s all remember: 
The Hurricanes are going to get an internal trade-deadline 
boost when Max Pacioretty comes off long-term injured 
reserve to add to a forward group that already includes star-
level Andrei Svechnikov and a leveled-up Martin Necas 
(among others). I picked the Canes the first time around, and 
I’m sticking with them now. 

Goldman: Just as the Hurricanes have internal boosters, so 
too do the Avalanche, who will eventually get Valeri 
Nichushkin and Gabriel Landeskog back. It makes sense 
that so many of us are still behind them, even though the 
start hasn’t been the caliber we expect. RIP to any belief in 
the Oilers, Flames and Panthers, though. Yeesh. 

Who will be the runner-up? 

Boston Bruins 2.6% 27.8% 

Colorado Avalanche 28.2% 19.4% 

Vegas Golden Knights 0.0% 13.9% 

Carolina Hurricanes 17.9% 11.1% 

Edmonton Oilers 7.7% 8.3% 

Dallas Stars 0.0% 8.3% 

Calgary Flames 15.4% 5.6% 

New York Rangers 7.7% 2.8% 

New Jersey Devils 0.0% 2.8% 

Toronto Maple Leafs 12.8% 0.0% 

Tampa Bay Lightning 5.1% 0.0% 

Pittsburgh Penguins 2.6% 0.0% 

Goldman: The Bruins are the trendy pick again here, with a 
combined 38.9 percent of us voting for them to be either the 
champs or runners-up. Everyone expected this team to 
meander until the returns of Brad Marchand and Charlie 
McAvoy, and instead they came out and just crushed it — 
and now have both players back. The team is clicking in all 
areas and is only going to get better. I would also just like to 
point out that some of us (hi!) believed in Boston all along 
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and thought the Bruins would be the playoff disruptors to 
reach the Cup Final in our original season predictions. The 
editor of these predictions even reached out after I submitted 
my spicy preseason picks, asking, “the Bruins???” And look 
at where we are now! 

Gentille: I picked the Hurricanes in the preseason, and I 
couldn’t do it again … because I have them winning the 
whole thing. 

Who will finish in last place? 

Arizona Coyotes  64.1% 47.2% 

Columbus Blue Jackets  0.0% 19.4% 

Anaheim Ducks  0.0% 13.9% 

San Jose Sharks 2.6% 11.1% 

Ottawa Senators 0.0% 8.3% 

Chicago Blackhawks 28.2% 0.0% 

Philadelphia Flyers 5.1% 0.0% 

Gentille: This all feels correct. Three-game win streak aside, 
Arizona is still only five points out of the No. 32 spot. The 
Blue Jackets were always going to be bad, even though this 
level of all-out putridity was a little unexpected. They deserve 
the votes they got. The Coyotes, though, have a “three 
points in 21 games” streak in them. They’re built for this. 

Granger: Hold on a second while I wipe the egg from my 
face after picking the Flyers to finish with the league’s worst 
record in the preseason. It is interesting that the Coyotes still 
dominated this poll despite currently sitting ahead of 11 
teams in the standings. Everyone is (understandably) 
expecting Arizona’s currently elite power play to cool off at 
some point. 

Goldman: The one wild card since predictions polling closed 
Friday morning is finding out that Zach Werenski is out for 
the season. Maybe the Broken Jackets get even bigger 
percentages now. It’s going to be tough to beat out the 
eventual slide down the standings from Arizona, though, 
especially if the Coyotes sell more pieces at the deadline. 

Which preseason dark horse could contend for the Cup? 

Must have been a team with +5,000 odds of winning the Cup 
or worse during the preseason (preseason odds via Bet 
MGM) 

Dallas Stars (+5000) 33.3% 44.4% 

New Jersey Devils (+6600)  20.5% 41.7% 

Winnipeg Jets (+6600) 7.7% 11.1% 

Philadelphia Flyers (+15000) 0.0% 2.8% 

Vancouver Canucks (+5000) 17.9% 0.0% 

Ottawa Senators (+5000) 15.4% 0.0% 

Columbus Blue Jackets (+8000) 5.1% 0.0% 

Granger: In the matter of a month, New Jersey’s odds to win 
the Cup have shortened dramatically — from +6,600 
longshots at the start of the season to +2,200. Last season, 
the Devils were a strong team at even strength that suffered 
from poor goaltending. In 2022-23 so far, New Jersey is still 
in the bottom 10 in team save percentage, but the Devils 
have dominated in front of their goalies, so much it hasn’t 
mattered. If Vitek Vanecek or Mackenzie Blackwood (when 
he returns from injury) can provide league-average play in 
net, look out. 

Gentille: I couldn’t bring myself to pick the Devils in this spot 
in the preseason, and I can’t pick them now. Not gonna sign 
off on Vanecek or Blackwood until we get, like, a couple of 
months of sustained decent play. I refuse! You can’t make 
me! 

Salvian: You’re a coward. I don’t even care that Blackwood 
and Vanecek are hurt. The Devils are real! 

Goldman: What helps New Jersey is that it is so good in front 
of the blue paint, the goaltenders really don’t have to do 
much. So the bar for being decent is very, very low. It’s just a 
matter of seeing how the Devils look against tougher 
opponents since they haven’t had the hardest schedule just 
yet. It does make sense there’s more support for them than 
Vancouver or Ottawa, though, at least right now. 

Salvian: Dallas is a natural choice here, too. The Stars have 
one of the best lines in the league (again) in Jason 
Robertson, Joe Pavelski and Roope Hintz. Miro Heiskanen is 
very good, and before a tough outing Friday, Jake Oettinger 
had posted comparable numbers — .952 save percentage 
and 1.40 goals-against average — in his first seven starts to 
his star-turn performance in the first round of the playoffs 
against Calgary. 

Which preseason darling will be the biggest disappointment? 

Must have been a team with +4,000 odds of winning the Cup 
or better during the preseason (preseason odds via Bet 
MGM) 

St. Louis Blues (+3000) 5.1% 38.9% 

Toronto Maple Leafs (+800) 10.3% 13.9% 

Pittsburgh Penguins (+1800) 2.6% 13.9% 

Minnesota Wild (+1800) 5.1% 8.3% 
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Nashville Predators (+4000) 2.6% 8.3% 

Florida Panthers (+900) 20.5% 5.6% 

Calgary Flames (+1800) 5.1% 5.6% 

Washington Capitals (+4000) 10.3% 2.8% 

Colorado Avalanche (+425)  0.0% 2.8% 

Vegas Golden Knights (+1800) 17.9% 0.0% 

Edmonton Oilers (+1400) 7.7% 0.0% 

New York Rangers (+1800) 5.1% 0.0% 

Los Angeles Kings (+3500) 2.6% 0.0% 

New York Islanders (+3300) 2.6% 0.0% 

Tampa Bay Lightning (+1200) 2.6% 0.0% 

Goldman: Maybe last time around we had too much fun 
making fun of the Leafs inevitably blowing it — and that’s still 
not out of the cards! But the Blues … oh the Blues. St. Louis 
looked less impressive coming into 2022-23 than where they 
finished last season — less goalie depth, no improvements 
on an already weaker blue line and no David Perron — and 
the results have been even worse than expected. Even after 
snapping the franchise-record eight-game skid Thursday, 
they’re rocking a lowly .333 win percentage. The playoffs 
aren’t out of reach after just a dozen games, but the Blues’ 
path back got a lot more challenging with this terrible start. 
All they have to do is fix their average offensive creation, 
terrible finishing, iffy defense, putrid penalty kill and 
goaltending. Good luck! 

Gentille: I was contractually bound to mark down the Flames 
here because I, uh, picked them to win the Stanley Cup. 
Like, the whole thing. I still like the roster, but the line of 
Jonathan Huberdeau, Elias Lindholm and Tyler Toffoli is not 
working, and Jacob Markstrom looks … tired? Bad? I dunno. 
I made a mistake, leave me alone. Also, maybe Jesse can 
weigh in here, but the Blues’ +3,000 preseason odds still 
don’t seem out of line to me. They’re terrible, sure, but I don’t 
think there was a wild amount of preseason confidence 
there, either. 

Salvian: Who would have thought Markstrom, a Vezina 
finalist last season, would be a sub-.900 goalie one month 
into 2022-23? At this point in 2021-22, he had four shutouts! 
Right now, he has only four wins. Something weird is going 
on in Calgary. The Flames are either going to turn it around 
and be better for the adversity or they’re going to be a 
massive disappointment, especially considering the several 
moves they made to go all-in to win it in the next three years. 

Granger: You’re spot on, Sean. The Blues were +3,000 to 
win it all when the season started, and after the worst start in 
the league, they sit at … +3,300. Not much of a change 
there. I think the Blues are just waiting until they reach last 
place, at which point they’ll find a sentimental old song, and 
then the NHL is in trouble. 

First coach fired 

Brad Larsen, Columbus Blue Jackets 0.0% 25.0% 

Bruce, Boudreau, Vancouver Canucks  0.0% 22.2% 

D.J. Smith, Ottawa Senators 17.9% 19.4% 

Craig Berube, St. Louis Blues  2.6% 19.4% 

Dallas Eakins, Anaheim Ducks 12.8% 8.3% 

Peter Laviolette, Washington Capitals 5.1% 2.8% 

John Hynes, Nashville Predators 0.0% 2.8% 

Dave Hakstol, Seattle Kraken 25.6% 0.0% 

Lindy Ruff, New Jersey Devils 17.9% 0.0% 

Sheldon Keefe, Toronto Maple Leafs  10.3% 0.0% 

Gerard Gallant, New York Rangers  2.6% 0.0% 

Jay Woodcroft, Edmonton Oilers 2.6% 0.0% 

Todd McLellan, Los Angeles Kings 2.6% 0.0% 

Salvian: Lindy Ruff went from public enemy No. 1 in New 
Jersey — and one of the coaches we thought could be the 
first fired in the preseason — to an example of how to save 
your job in 10 days. Fans booed him during the home opener 
and started chanting “Fire Lindy” after the 0-2-0 start. Well, 
the Devils are 11-1-0 since then and riding an eight-game 
win streak, and now Ruff has a sweet zero percent of the 
vote. Next up on the hot seat: Brad Larsen with the Blue 
Jackets. They have only three regulation wins, one of the 
worst goal differentials (minus-22) in the league, and now 
Werenski is done for the year. Things don’t look good. 

Gentille: I figured it’d be an all-or-nothing year for Bruce 
Boudreau, given his contract status. I picked “all.” Whoops. 

Granger: To go from the panicked state that surrounded the 
Maple Leafs a week and a half ago to Sheldon Keefe not 
receiving a single vote here is so Toronto. It’s no surprise to 
see Larsen at the top of this list. The Blue Jackets haven’t 
just been bad; they’ve looked like a mess, allowing five or 
more goals in seven of their 13 games, and six or more in 
four of those. 
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Goldman: A big jump worth noting here is Craig Berube. 
Remember the last time the Blues changed coaches mid-
season? 

West playoff field 

We asked each voter to pick the eight West playoff teams. 
Here is the percentage of the vote received by each team. 
(Note: * playoff team in 2021-22) 

Colorado Avalanche* 100.0% 100.0% 

Dallas Stars* 43.6% 100.0% 

Edmonton Oilers* 97.4% 97.2% 

Vegas Golden Knights 69.2% 97.2% 

Winnipeg Jets 10.3% 91.7% 

Los Angeles Kings* 76.9% 88.9% 

Calgary Flames* 100.0% 86.1% 

Minnesota Wild* 97.4% 86.1% 

Seattle Kraken 0.0% 36.1% 

St. Louis Blues*  92.3% 11.1% 

Nashville Predators*  71.8% 2.8% 

Vancouver Canucks 38.5% 2.8% 

Anaheim Ducks  2.6% 0.0% 

Chicago Blackhawks 0.0% 0.0% 

Arizona Coyotes  0.0% 0.0% 

San Jose Sharks 0.0% 0.0% 

Salvian: I’m a bit surprised that the Kraken didn’t make the 
cut on more ballots. I know it’s early, but they’ve looked 
really solid. Andre Burakovsky is doing what they signed him 
to do — he’s leading the team in points — Brandon Tanev is 
back, Martin Jones has done his job and Matty Beniers is the 
early Calder favorite. Having a team like Calgary in the 
playoff race over Seattle assumes that the Flames are going 
to figure it out and start clicking like they did in their first four 
games of the season, but also maybe it means that people 
don’t quite believe in the Kraken yet? 

Gentille: Same goes for the Kings. There’s a lot to like about 
that team, but I also don’t feel better about them now than I 
did last month. That’s mainly because Jonathan Quick and 

Calvin Petersen have been horrendous. It might not nuke the 
Kings’ season, but it should at least have closed the gap 
between them and the Kraken a bit more. 

Granger: I understand why people aren’t quite ready to 
believe in Jones. This could be a bias from covering the 
Golden Knights (Jones has been yanked from the crease an 
insane nine times in 24 career starts versus Vegas, including 
once this season), but I just don’t think the Kraken can 
sustain this for 82 games. It’d be great if I’m wrong. Seattle in 
the playoffs would be fun. 

Goldman: The Kraken feel to me like a team that will be in 
the wild-card race down the stretch before just slipping out. 
That’s still progress, at least. I think most of us figured Vegas 
would be back in the fold, knocking out one of last season’s 
teams. But the Jets are a big surprise and could take out 
another of 2021-22’s contenders. 

East playoff field 

We asked each voter to pick the eight East playoff teams. 
Here is the percentage of the vote received by each team. 
(Note: * playoff team in 2021-22) 

Boston Bruins* 74.4% 100.0% 

Carolina Hurricanes* 100.0% 97.2% 

Florida Panthers*  97.4% 97.2% 

Tampa Bay Lightning* 97.4% 97.2% 

Toronto Maple Leafs* 100.0% 91.7% 

New York Rangers*  92.3% 88.9% 

New Jersey Devils 23.1% 86.1% 

Pittsburgh Penguins*  94.9% 55.6% 

New York Islanders 25.6% 50.0% 

Detroit Red Wings  7.7% 11.1% 

Buffalo Sabres 0.0% 8.3% 

Washington Capitals* 48.7% 5.6% 

Philadelphia Flyers 0.0% 5.6% 

Ottawa Senators 25.6% 2.8% 

Columbus Blue Jackets  12.8% 2.8% 

Montreal Canadiens 0.0% 0.0% 
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Goldman: The Eastern Conference playoff race could be a 
banger at this rate. While a lot of the favorites are still 
expected to be in the fold, look at that ~40 percent decrease 
in votes for the Penguins after their recent slide. And, wow, 
have the Capitals fallen. Trendy picks from preseason like 
the Senators have dropped off, too, because their defense is 
still awful, while the Devils and Islanders are on the rise. It’s 
going to be so interesting to see how the Penguins’ core 
responds when the pressure rises, whether New Jersey can 
continue to dominate in front of the blue paint to support its 
goalies as opponents get tougher, and if the Capitals can 
stop breaking for literally five minutes. 

Gentille: People jumped the gun on the Sens? Couldn’t see 
that coming. 

Salvian: It’s almost like the 40-goal scorer they traded for has 
only beat a goalie once this season and their second-line 
center might be out for the season. If Alex DeBrincat can turn 
it around — there are signs that he will — the Senators can 
hopefully make the East even more interesting. I want 
maximum chaos. 

Granger: When a team is as injured as the Capitals have 
been early in the season, it can compound and lead to even 
more injuries. It’s a vicious cycle of players overexerting 
themselves, playing more minutes to make up for the talent 
missing from the lineup and ending up hurt or worn down 
themselves. Washington is clearly talented when at full 
strength, but considering the age and current state of the 
roster, it’s hard to see the Capitals being close to full 
strength, so it’s easy to see why the overall confidence in this 
squad has plummeted. 

Hart Trophy 

Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his 
team. Voted on by the Professional Hockey Writers 
Association (PHWA). 

Connor McDavid 69.2% 97.2% 

Jack Eichel 0.0% 2.8% 

Cale Makar 12.8% 0.0% 

Auston Matthews  7.7% 0.0% 

Kirill Kaprizov 5.1% 0.0% 

Leon Draisaitl 2.6% 0.0% 

Nathan MacKinnon 2.6% 0.0% 

Gentille: McDavid probably didn’t deserve the Hart last 
season on merit, but the idea of voter fatigue on awards like 
this is very real. People get tired of voting for the same guy 
year after year. Either way, the break is over. 

Granger: Only one person didn’t vote for McDavid, and he 
still has 67 games to win them over. It’s fun to see Jack 
Eichel getting the other vote. Coming off his hat trick in 

Buffalo, he is up to 19 points in 15 games (a 104-point pace), 
but perhaps more impressive, he has been on the ice for 15 
goals for and only six against. His 200-foot game is already 
improving under Bruce Cassidy, and we’re finally seeing 
what he can be surrounded by a talented cast. 

Goldman: McDavid is the slam dunk pick, but I wonder how 
Cale Makar looks the next time we do this poll. If the 
Avalanche are going to get back to the level we expect them 
to be at, he’s going to be a big part of it. That still probably 
wouldn’t be enough to knock McDavid out of his rightful 
place here, though. 

Rocket Richard Trophy 

Given to the leading goal scorer at the end of the regular 
season. 

Connor McDavid 7.7% 94.4% 

Auston Matthews 82.1% 5.6% 

Kirill Kaprizov 2.6% 0.0% 

Leon Draisaitl 2.6% 0.0% 

Mika Zibanejad 2.6% 0.0% 

Patrik Laine 2.6% 0.0% 

Gentille: I’ve said this before, and at the risk of sounding like 
a pedantic killjoy, I’m going to say it again: It only seems like 
McDavid can just decide to win hockey games. If that were 
true, the inverse — that there are times that he chooses not 
to win hockey games — would be true as well. Like, did he 
opt out of winning the Western Conference final? Of course 
not. That said, I do believe that he can choose to do things 
over the course of an 82-game schedule, and I believe that 
he’s chosen to win a Rocket Richard. 

Goldman: It’s pretty amazing that, mid-shift, you can see 
McDavid think, “I’m going to score a goal right now,” and 
then he just does it. Through 15 games, he’s scoring at a 
rate of 2.71 goals per 60 minutes, which is more than a goal 
ahead of his previous career high. That rate is leading the 
league, and no one should be surprised if he keeps it up. 
Every year, it seems, he adds something else to his already 
elite toolbox. Last year, it was his one-timer. Now, 
apparently, it’s scoring all the goals. Go off, Connor. 

Granger: I think the most impressive part about McDavid’s 
sudden shift to scoring more goals is that he’s doing it 
without increased volume. His shot attempts per 60 minutes 
are actually down from last season, from 16.35 to 15.7. His 
individual scoring chances have also dipped slightly, from 
11.49 to 11.19. Meanwhile, his goals per 60 minutes have 
skyrocketed from 1.5 to 2.71. He’s been insanely efficient 
and has somehow simultaneously increased his assists per 
60 minutes. 

Salvian: Not to be that Toronto person, but Auston Matthews 
is nine goals behind McDavid in the Rocket race. Around this 
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point last season, he was 10 goals behind Leon Draisaitl. 
Matthews won the race by five goals anyway, despite playing 
in seven fewer games than the runner-up (Draisaitl). Sure, 
he had wrist surgery, and we don’t really know why he’s 
gotten off to a slow start. But when he took off in 2021-22, he 
scored 53 goals in 59 games. All of that is to say, I’m 
surprised he got under six percent of the vote. 

Norris Trophy 

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the 
season the greatest all-around ability in the position. Voted 
on by the PHWA. 

Cale Makar 66.7% 58.3% 

Erik Karlsson 0.0% 16.7% 

Miro Heiskanen 12.8% 11.1% 

Rasmus Dahlin 0.0% 11.1% 

Adam Fox 5.1% 2.8% 

Roman Josi 7.7% 0.0% 

Aaron Ekblad 2.6% 0.0% 

Charlie McAvoy 2.6% 0.0% 

Quinn Hughes 2.6% 0.0% 

Salvian: It’s 2015 again and Karlsson is leading all 
defensemen in scoring. The Sharks aren’t good, but 
Karlsson looks great and is really fun to watch. I wonder if 
voters at the end of the season will opt for Karlsson for Norris 
if he is still up there in scoring, assuming it’s his last shot and 
knowing Makar is going to win a ton of them. 

Gentille: I stuck with Makar, but if Karlsson keeps this up for 
another month or so, he’s going to have a real shot. Also, 
Heiskanen — just like we thought — is starting to stack 
points. Look out. 

Granger: I feel similarly to Sean, sticking with Makar for now 
but waiting for Karlsson to continue this run. If it’s a toss-up 
between the two, maybe this season will make up for one of 
the Norris Trophies Karlsson should have won but didn’t. 

Salvian: Apologies to Charlie McAvoy, this generation’s Kris 
Letang. 

Goldman: Missing time was the crushing blow for McAvoy, 
because there’s no way his points (which already are 
generally behind some of the other contenders) can catch up 
— whether that should matter or not. Makar’s the front-
runner for good reason, but Heiskanen, like Sean said, is a 
player to watch. So is Adam Fox, the way he’s playing. How 
fun would it be to have three newer-age defenders leading 
this race in the spring? 

Vezina Trophy 

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this 
position. Voted on by the general managers of all 32 NHL 
clubs. 

Connor Hellebuyck 0.0% 41.7% 

Jake Oettinger 0.0% 25.0% 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 25.6% 11.1% 

Ilya Sorokin 10.3% 11.1% 

Igor Shesterkin  25.6% 8.3% 

Carter Hart 0.0% 2.8% 

Jacob Markstrom 15.4% 0.0% 

Juuse Saros 15.4% 0.0% 

Thatcher Demko 5.1% 0.0% 

Darcy Kuemper 2.6% 0.0% 

Salvian: What’s it going to take for Ilya Sorokin to get real 
Vezina chatter? He’s saved 14 goals more than expected so 
far. The only goalie who’s been better in that regard is Carter 
Hart (16.89), who is carrying the Flyers in the early going. I 
understand Connor Hellebuyck has been great, but Sorokin 
is facing more shots per game and higher expected goals, as 
the Islanders have been a bit leaky defensively. Their 3.1 
expected goals against per 60 minutes were 30th in the 
league through Thursday. And yet, they’re outsourcing 
opponents with a plus-11 goal differential. 

Granger: Oettinger received no votes in the preseason, but 
he’s quickly showing last season’s brilliant first-round playoff 
performance was no fluke. He was fourth in the league 
through Thursday with 10.1 goals saved above expected, 
and he’d done it while allowing far fewer goals than the 
goalies ahead of him on that list. Hart, Hellebuyck and 
Sorokin all had slight edges on Oettinger in GSAx, but they’d 
all given up 19 or more goals. Meanwhile, Oettinger had 
allowed only nine — the only goalie in the top 15 in GSAx 
with fewer than 10 goals allowed. Unbelievably impressive. 
At only 23 years old, the future is bright for Oettinger. If he 
keeps this up, he could be the youngest goalie to win the 
Vezina since Jim Carey (21) in 1996. 

Gentille: Without Hart (who has a .941 save percentage 
along with that league-leading 16.89 GSAx), the Flyers are in 
Arizona territory. I didn’t vote for him here — I think 
Hellebuyck winds up as the guy, for a variety of reasons — 
but 2.9 percent feels unfair. 

Goldman: I don’t think Hart can sustain this level — and the 
Flyers aren’t going to be a playoff team, which is going to 
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keep him out of the race. I could see Sorokin or Igor 
Shesterkin ending as the third Vezina finalist, behind 
Hellebuyck and Oettinger. For Sorokin, the Islanders need to 
make the playoffs (even though that really shouldn’t be the 
deciding factor — and he should have been a finalist last 
year too!). 

Jack Adams Award 

Given to the coach adjudged to have contributed the most to 
his team’s success. Voted on by the NHL Broadcasters’ 
Association. 

Jim Montgomery 7.7% 36.1% 

Bruce Cassidy 10.3% 27.8% 

Lindy Ruff 5.1% 13.9% 

John Tortorella 0.0% 5.6% 

Pete DeBoer 5.1% 2.8% 

Rod Brind'Amour 17.9% 0.0% 

Mike Sullivan 7.7% 0.0% 

Barry Trotz (not currently coaching) 5.1% 0.0% 

D.J. Smith 5.1% 0.0% 

Dean Evason 5.1% 0.0% 

Jay Woodcroft 5.1% 0.0% 

Paul Maurice 5.1% 0.0% 

ALSO RECEIVING ONE VOTE IN THE PRESEASON: 
BRAD LARSEN, COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS; BRUCE 
BOUDREAU, VANCOUVER CANUCKS; CRAIG BERUBE, 
ST. LOUIS BLUES; DEREK LALONDE, DETROIT RED 
WINGS; GERARD GALLANT, NEW YORK RANGERS; 
RICK BOWNESS, WINNIPEG JETS; SHELDON KEEFE, 
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS; TODD MCLELLAN, LOS 
ANGELES KINGS. 

ALSO RECEIVING ONE VOTE NOW: LANE LAMBERT, 
NEW YORK ISLANDERS; JARED BEDNAR, COLORADO 
AVALANCHE; GERARD GALLANT, NEW YORK 
RANGERS; DEREK LALONDE, DETROIT RED WINGS; 
DAVE HAKSTOL, SEATTLE KRAKEN 

Salvian: The Bruins had a hot start to the season without 
McAvoy and Marchand at the top of their lineup. Well, they’re 
back now, and I don’t see a world where they are worse 
because of it. Sure, Patrice Bergeron and Hampus Lindholm 
look great thus far, but Jim Montgomery steered the ship 
through what many thought would be a disaster start in 

Boston. They’re 12-2-0 and healthy. Wrap up the Jack 
Adams now. 

Granger: The NHL coaching carousel is hilarious. Pete 
DeBoer, who was just fired by the Golden Knights, is now 
one of only five coaches receiving Jack Adams votes here. 
So Vegas must’ve really screwed that up, right? Nope. The 
Golden Knights’ coach, Cassidy, is receiving 27.8 percent of 
the vote. So what was Boston thinking, letting Cassidy go? 
The Bruins must be in trouble. Nope, Cassidy’s replacement, 
Montgomery, leads all coaches in votes. 

Salvian: Also, I just want to say, I was one of the seven 
percent who voted for Montgomery in the preseason. 

Goldman: I really like the Montgomery pick here because 
we’re seeing how his coaching tweaks have legitimately 
changed how this team is playing. I wanted to see Marty St. 
Louis on this list, honestly — not because the Canadiens are 
good, or are going to be good, but because I think there’s 
something so refreshing to the way he’s coaching and how 
he’s changed the vibes in Montreal. Maybe he’ll get his due 
in a few years when the team starts trending up. 

Calder Trophy 

Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first 
year of competition in the NHL. Voted on by the PHWA. 

Matty Beniers 38.5% 66.7% 

Owen Power 33.3% 25.0% 

Logan Thompson 0.0% 5.6% 

Shane Pinto 0.0% 2.8% 

Mason McTavish 17.9% 0.0% 

Shane Wright 5.1% 0.0% 

Dylan Holloway 2.6% 0.0% 

JJ Peterka 2.6% 0.0% 

Granger: Logan Thompson may not be getting the national 
attention of Matty Beniers or Owen Power — mostly because 
he was undrafted while those two were top draft picks — but 
he’s quietly putting together a strong Calder resume that 
should only get stronger. He’s among the league leaders in 
save percentage and goals saved above expected, and the 
No. 1 goalie for the team with the league’s best record. Even 
when Vegas eventually cools down, Thompson will rack up 
plenty of wins. 

Salvian: Jesse to vote for the rookie goalie -5,000. 

Gentille: I don’t think Juraj Slafkovsky should be on the list 
here, but it’s funny not to see him. 
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Patrick Kane sweepstakes 

At the end of the season, Kane will be on this team’s roster: 

New York Rangers 30.8% 33.3% 

Chicago Blackhawks 10.3% 11.1% 

Colorado Avalanche  0.0% 11.1% 

Edmonton Oilers  12.8% 8.3% 

Buffalo Sabres 7.7% 8.3% 

New York Islanders 5.1% 5.6% 

Los Angeles Kings 2.6% 5.6% 

Boston Bruins 0.0% 5.6% 

Carolina Hurricanes 10.3% 0.0% 

ALSO RECEIVING ONE VOTE IN THE PRESEASON: 
DETROIT RED WINGS, FLORIDA PANTHERS, 
NASHVILLE PREDATORS, PITTSBURGH PENGUINS, 
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING, TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS, 
VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS, WASHINGTON CAPITALS. 

ALSO RECEIVING ONE VOTE NOW: CALGARY FLAMES, 
MINNESOTA WILD, PITTSBURGH PENGUINS, VEGAS 
GOLDEN KNIGHTS 

Salvian: According to CapFriendly, the Rangers have 
$765,552 in projected deadline cap space. We know these 
kinds of moves aren’t impossible (hello, Vegas), but they 
have a lot to offload a lot — if Kane is even interested in 
waiving his no-move clause. 

Gentille: I love imagining how the Rangers would create the 
cap space necessary to add Kane. “Hey Kyle, it’s Chris Drury 
— I’m wondering how much we’d have to add to our initial 
offer of Barclay Goodrow and a second to get this done. Call 
me back.” 

Goldman: The team that just lost a Kane of its own for some 
time probably needs him the most, so you’d think the votes 
would be a bit higher there. But how in the world would the 
Oilers afford it? 

Granger: Of the seven teams currently getting votes (outside 
of Chicago), the Sabres are the only one with the cap space 
to actually add Kane at the moment. Welcome to the NHL!
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Chatfield's Speed, Decision-Making Allowing Him To Remain Lineup Mainstay 

"He's always getting back for pucks quickly and his pinches 
are dialed in because he's so quick to think. I think that's an 
enormous part of how we we operate, especially on the back 
end, and he does it every night." 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - On opening night the Carolina Hurricanes 
had eight defensemen on their active roster. 

Jaccob Slavin and Brent Burns had already been cemented 
as the team's top pair and the tandem of Brady Skjei and 
Brett Pesce were set to return as the team's trusted second 
pairing. 

Ethan Bear was hoping to begin a bounce back season and 
Dylan Coghlan showed in preseason play that he could 
potentially quarterback the team's second power play unit, 
but when the lineup card for the team's meeting against 
Columbus on October 12 came out it was Calvin de Haan 
and Jalen Chatfield rounding out the unit of six. 

"We could've went any which way. I'm sure we'll see a lot of 
different movement in that area," Hurricanes Head Coach 
Rod Brind'Amour said that morning, going on to state that 
the team could have played any combination of the four and 
been comfortable. 

14 games and one trade later, there has been an 
interchanging on the team's third defensive pair, but only 
between de Haan and Coghlan. 

The 26-year-old Chatfield has played in every contest. 

"He's quick to pucks and I think that goes really well with the 
way we go about our system," Assistant Coach Tim Gleason 
explained when asked what's allowed the right-handed 
defender to be a fixture in the lineup. "When we want certain 
things done, he's right there and in on plays." 

Signed as a free agent in July of 2021, Chatfield came to 
Raleigh following 18 games in a COVID-19 shortened 
season with the Vancouver Canucks. After playing just seven 
NHL games with the Canes he was rewarded with a two-year 
extension, including the second season being a one-way 
deal. 

"We just really, really liked what we saw right off the hop with 
him. I guess in a perfect world last year we'd like to have 
seen a little bit more of him, but he went down and grew as a 
player," Gleason continued. 

Chatfield spent the majority of the 2021-22 campaign back in 
the American Hockey League, anchoring the Chicago 
Wolves' defense on the way to a Calder Cup championship. 

Logging heavy minutes while getting power play and penalty 
kill time, the next logical step for the Ypsilanti, Michigan-born 
product was to become a staple on Carolina's blue line. 

So far, so good. 

"To be honest, it started in training camp. He was the first 
guy in in the morning. That speaks volumes to me," Gleason 
continued. "You know he comes to work. He does the extra. 
He's not just sitting back there, waiting for things to happen. 
He's making things happen and he continues to put the work 
in on and off the ice." 

"He's always getting back for pucks quickly and his pinches 
are dialed in because he's so quick to think. I think that's an 
enormous part of how we operate, especially on the back 
end. And he does it every night," Gleason furthered. "He 
makes me feel comfortable because I feel as if I can play him 
with anybody. The way he plays, he allows a lot of things that 
happen because of his speed." 

Chatfield feels that his speed has always been a key part to 
his game, but he's been able to display it more prominently 
since joining the Hurricanes organization. 

"It wasn't until here that it became noticeable because we 
play pretty aggressively. I have a little bit more of a green 
light to jump up," he explained. "I've always had the speed. 
It's always been there, now it's about adding to it. I want to 
use it with the puck more and build my game from there." 

When asked about how his game has developed since his 
time with the Canucks, Chatfield alluded to his maturity being 
the biggest difference. 

"I think just getting a little bit older, experiencing some 
adversity in the league and all of that. You play a lot of 
games here.  You can mess up one night but you can't allow 
that to carry on to the next game," he offered. "If you do, you 
can hit a slump and that's what you don't want to do. You 
have a short memory playing up here. That's one thing I've 
tried to do.  If you make a bad play, you have another shift to 
make up for that and as long as it doesn't stick with you, you 
can move forward from it." 

While Chatfield's performances thus far this season haven't 
included the statistical output that sometimes gets mistaken 
for all that matters in the game, his coaches aren't 
concerned. 

"His compete level and his pace have been great," 
Brind'Amour remarked more recently of the defenseman. 
"He's had one game that was a little iffy there in Tampa, but 
that was kind of a weird game and that's going to happen. 
He's been really, really good for us." 
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Continuing to provide physicality with his 20 hits thus far this 
season and the holder of the team's lone fighting major this 
season, Chatfield hopes to remain a regular within the group. 

"I won't take a shift off because of how good they've all been 
for me here. I really appreciate that and they've helped me a 

lot with my development," Chatfield closed with. "It's huge to 
be able to get feedback from the coaches and I think that 
that's just only going to help me get better and confident out 
there."

 

Preview: November 12 at Colorado 

Canes look to continue the momentum built from Thursday 
night's victory over Edmonton 

By Walt Ruff 

DENVER, CO. - The Carolina Hurricanes open a two-game 
road trip Saturday night, taking on the Colorado Avalanche. 

When: Saturday, November 12 

Puck Drop: 9 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports + 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 9-4-1 (19 Points, 2nd, Metropolitan Division) 

Canes Last Game: 7-2 Win over the Edmonton Oilers on 
Thursday, November 10 

Avalanche Record: 7-4-1 (15 Points, T-2nd, Central Division) 

Avalanche Last Game: 5-3 Win over the Nashville Predators 
on Thursday, November 10 

NEWS & NOTES: 

Last Time Out: After being held to just one goal in their 
previous two games, losses to Toronto and Florida, the 
Canes found their offense Thursday night against Edmonton. 
Andrei Svechnikov recorded his second hat trick in as many 
games against the Oilers this season, picking up his 100th 
career goal on the way. #37's trio was supplemented by 
goals from all three members of the Jordan Martinook, 
Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast line, providing Carolina with 
more than enough offense to earn the victory. The effort was 
backstopped by Pyotr Kochetkov in his 2022-23 season 
debut, making 20 stops, including a first period penalty shot 
against Dylan Holloway. 

Super Svech: After starting the season with eight goals in 
nine games, Andrei Svechnikov had been held out of the 
goal department for three consecutive games prior to 
Thursday. He broke out of that minor drought in a major way, 
becoming just the fifth different player in franchise history to 
record multiple hat tricks in the same season. His 11 goals 

now rank third league-wide, trailing only Bo Horvat (12) and 
Connor McDavid (15). 

Numbers For Necas: Martin Necas registered two assists in 
the win over Edmonton, his sixth multi-point game and fourth 
multi-assist game in 2022-23, both of which are team highs. 
His six multi-point outings rank tied for sixth in the NHL this 
season, trailing only Connor McDavid (EDM, 9), Leon 
Draisaitl (EDM, 7), Erik Karlsson (SJS, 7), Nathan 
MacKinnon (COL, 7) and David Pastrnak (BOS, 7). 

Don't Overlook The Man Advantage: Brent Burns' power play 
goal on Thursday gave the Hurricanes a tally on the man 
advantage in five of their last six games. 

Injury Report: Forward Ondrej Kase has been in concussion 
protocol since October 13. Goaltender Frederik Andersen 
was placed on injured reserve Friday, retroactive to 
November 6. Forward Teuvo Teravainen is not expected to 
play tonight after suffering an upper-body injury in 
Thursday's victory. 

On The Other Side: The Avalanche have started their 
attempt at going back-to-back without their Captain, Gabriel 
Landeskog, who is expected to be out until at least January 
with a lower-body injury. Nathan MacKinnon and Mikko 
Rantanen have held down the fort just fine though, producing 
40 points through 12 games. As strong as their offense has 
been, it's been there ability to keep the puck out of their own 
net that's maybe been more remarkable. They've allowed a 
total of just 34 goals, tied for the third fewest league-wide. 
The defending champs enter tonight having won three 
contests in a row, taking down Nashville and Columbus twice 
in the NHL's Global Series. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

What Are We Wearing?: The Canes are slated to wear their 
white uniforms tonight. 

AFTER TODAY: 

The team is scheduled to travel to Chicago post-game and 
then have an off day Sunday. They'll then return to game 
action Monday night against the Blackhawks. 
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Staal brothers unite to support children, families fighting cancer 

Foundation established in 2012 has raised nearly $5 million 

By Tom Gulitti 

The Staal family enjoyed another special moment 
Wednesday when Eric and Marc Staal played with the 
Florida Panthers against younger brother Jordan and the 
Carolina Hurricanes. 

It was the 11th time the brothers from Thunder Bay, Ontario, 
played in the same NHL game and the first since March 31, 
2016, when Eric and Marc were playing for the New York 
Rangers against the Hurricanes. Wednesday was also Eric's 
1,300th NHL game. 

"It's funny how it works out," Eric Staal said Friday. "But it 
was a great time to have them both out there. We snagged a 
picture. I'm not huge on those kind of things, but I felt like it 
was right." 

Eric, Jordan and youngest brother Jared played two games 
together with the Hurricanes near the end of the 2012-13 
season, but the four Staals have never been on the same 
NHL team. That hasn't prevented them from working 
together for a cause that is personal, a cause they will be 
reminded of when the Panthers host the Edmonton Oilers for 
their Hockey Fights Cancer night at FLA Live Arena in 
Sunrise, Florida, on Saturday (4 p.m. ET; SN, BSFL, ESPN+, 
SN NOW). 

The brothers founded the Staal Family Foundation in 2012 
and have raised nearly $5 million to support children who are 
fighting cancer and their families. The inspiration came from 
the sister of Eric's wife Tanya, Tamara Stephenson, who 
died in in 2010 following a lengthy battle with a rare form of 
liver cancer. 

"We all watched her battle the disease as hard as she could 
for three years and it was just heartbreaking to see her go 
through it, but inspirational as well," Eric Staal said. "She 
was such a strong person and had a strong faith and belief in 
what was next for her. So, when that happened, we knew as 
a group, as a family, we wanted to start something and try to 
make [an] impact somewhere and that's kind of where the 
foundation was kind of born. 

"Then, we focused on children and families that are dealing 
with the disease and we were able to have some different 
events to raise as much money and awareness as we could 
to try to give back as best as we could." 

Each year, the foundation makes donations to various 
children's cancer-related charities in Thunder Bay and the 
surrounding area. 

The foundation has helped purchase equipment for the 
Cancer Centre at the Thunder Bay Regional Health Sciences 
Center and for Camp Quality Northwestern Ontario, a camp 
where children with cancer and their siblings learn how to 
turn challenges into adventures. Funds have also gone to the 
Smilezone Foundation, which transforms areas such as 
hospital waiting rooms and lobbies into fun "zones" for 
children with toys and games, and the George Jeffrey 
Children's Centre, a pediatric outpatient health facility in 
Thunder Bay. 

Before Christmas last year, the foundation made a $15,000 
donation to the Canadian Cancer Society in Northwestern 
Ontario, and another $15,000 went to Ronald McDonald 
House Toronto in April. 

"We're able to dole out a pretty significant amount of money 
each year for the rest of our lives, really, and that's 
something that we were looking to do when we started," 
Marc Staal said. "Hopefully, we can just continue to help 
people in our area in Thunder Bay and the entire 
Northwestern Ontario area just get better care because it's 
not very good. The need is there and we're a small part of 
just trying to make that better." 

Much of the funding came from the Staal Foundation Open, 
a Mackenzie Tour-PGA Tour Canada event in Thunder Bay, 
which raised more than $1 million over its five years from 
2014-18. After ending the golf tournament in 2018, and a few 
quiet summers because of the coronavirus pandemic, the 
Staals hope to host another fundraising event next summer. 
Reviving the golf tournament is one of the options they are 
considering. 

"We kind of slowed up with COVID, but we've talked about 
trying to get something going again," Jordan Staal said. "We 
still contribute to different places every year, but we want to 
start getting our foot back in the door of setting up another 
fundraiser event or something like that. But it's been very 
rewarding and a lot of fun. 

"It's something that not only for us brothers but our families. 
In the future, it will go on for a long time." 

Jordan, a 34-year-old forward who played his 1,100th NHL 
game Oct. 29, continues to host children with cancer and 
their families in the Staal Family Foundation suite for each 
Hurricanes home game. Eric, a 38-year-old forward, started 
that tradition during his 12 seasons with Carolina and Jordan 
continued it after Eric was traded to join Marc in New York on 
Feb. 28, 2016. 
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Carolina will hold its Hockey Fights Cancer night when the 
Colorado Avalanche visit Nov. 17. 

Eric and Marc were reunited in Florida this season. Marc, a 
35-year-old defenseman and veteran of 1,033 NHL games, 
signed a one-year contract July 13, and Eric turned a 
professional tryout for training camp into a one-year contract 
Oct. 21. 

Jared, a retired 32-year-old forward, also joined the Panthers 
organization this season as an assistant with their American 
Hockey League affiliate in Charlotte. That meant Eric, Marc 
and Jared were at training camp together, which left Jordan 
as the odd man out. 

"Obviously, I got a great chance to play with Eric. I had a lot 
of fun," Jordan Staal said. "I'm still working on Marc. We'll 
see if that works out or not." 

Regardless, the Staals plan to continue working with the 
foundation, and helping children with cancer and their 
families, long after their playing days are over. 

"We're at the back half of our careers, but this something that 
will still be there and we'll still able to distribute funds and be 
able to help people that need it," Eric Staal said. "That was 
the goal and we've kind of gotten to that point, which is 
awesome, and we'll just continue to try and add so we keep 
going on here." 

Marc added, "I feel like it's still kind of in its infant stages. But 
there's been a lot of joy in it for our family to be able to do it 
and be involved in it. It keeps us close and keeps us able to 
help our community, so we enjoy doing it."

 

 

Carolina visits Colorado after Svechnikov’s hat trick 

Carolina Hurricanes (9-4-1, second in the Metropolitan 
Division) vs. Colorado Avalanche (6-4-1, third in the Central 
Division) 

Denver; Saturday, 9 p.m. EST 

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes visit the Colorado 
Avalanche after Andrei Svechnikov recorded a hat trick in the 
Hurricanes’ 7-2 win against the Edmonton Oilers. 

Colorado is 6-4-1 overall and 3-1-1 at home. The Avalanche 
have given up 31 goals while scoring 39 for a +8 scoring 
differential. 

Carolina has a 9-4-1 record overall and a 5-2-1 record in 
road games. The Hurricanes have a +five scoring differential, 
with 44 total goals scored and 39 conceded. 

Saturday’s game is the third time these teams meet this 
season. The Avalanche won 7-4 in the previous meeting. 
Logan O’Connor led the Avalanche with two goals. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Mikko Rantanen has seven goals and 
nine assists for the Avalanche. Evan Rodrigues has five 
goals and two assists over the last 10 games. 

Sebastian Aho has seven goals and 10 assists for the 
Hurricanes. Svechnikov has five goals and four assists over 
the past 10 games. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Avalanche: 6-3-1, averaging 3.6 goals, 
6.6 assists, 4.1 penalties and nine penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.6 goals per game. 

Hurricanes: 6-3-1, averaging 2.9 goals, 4.8 assists, 3.9 
penalties and 7.8 penalty minutes while giving up 2.8 goals 
per game. 

INJURIES: Avalanche: Valeri Nichushkin: out (ankle), Darren 
Helm: out (undisclosed), Gabriel Landeskog: out (knee), 
Bowen Byram: out (undisclosed). 

Hurricanes: Ondrej Kase: out (concussion), Jake Gardiner: 
out (hip/back), Cavan Fitzgerald: out (undisclosed), Max 
Pacioretty: out (achilles).
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Hurricanes' Frederik Andersen placed on IR with undisclosed injury 

Carolina Hurricanes goaltender Frederik Andersen has been 
placed on injured reserve retroactive to Nov. 6. 

The 33-year-old netminder suffered an undisclosed injury in 
a practice on Tuesday and missed Carolina's games on 
Wednesday and Thursday.  

Andersen will be eligible to return on Nov. 14 when the 
Hurricanes are scheduled to face the Blackhawks in 
Chicago.  

The former Maple Leafs' goalie has a 5-3 record in eight 
games with a 2.72 GAA and .891 save percentage this 
season.  

The 10-year NHL veteran has won two William M. Jennings 
Trophies and finished fourth in Vezina Trophy voting last 
season.

  

 

 

Quick Whistles: Hurricanes’ Third Line Magic, Bouncing Back, Red Jerseys 

On a night where Andrei Svechnikov was in the spotlight, 
Carolina’s third line quietly pieced together another big night. 

By Brett Finger  

Thursday night was all about Andrei Svechnikov for the 
Carolina Hurricanes. 

The 22-year-old winger collected his second hat trick in as 
many games against Connor McDavid and the Edmonton 
Oilers this season, but this time, the result for the team was 
drastically different. 

On the night after a sloppy shutout loss in Florida, the 
Hurricanes put together one of their most complete efforts of 
the season. Their 7-2 blowout win saw them produce a 
season-high six goals and 22 high-danger shot attempts at 
five-on-five. 

Svechnikov’s hatty is the highlight of the game, but 
Carolina’s third line had a hat trick of their own - from a 
certain point of view. 

The checking trio of Joran Staal, Jordan Martinook, and 
Jesper Fast produced three five-on-five goals (one apiece), 
including a dagger from Staal that beat the second-period 
buzzer and made it a 4-1 game. 

The veterans managed to lock down the Leon Draisaitl line, 
as well, but it’s been the offensive chances they’ve produced 
that have made them stand out over the last few weeks. 

Their six goals at five-on-five this season are tied for tenth-
most among all NHL forward combinations this season, and 
their 70.8 expected goals-for percentage at five-on-five is the 
fourth-best among the 84 NHL lines with at least 50 minutes 
of ice time. 

Where they rank in offensive chances is shocking. The only 
four trios producing more expected goals per 60 minutes 
feature the likes of Evgeni Malkin, Aleksander Barkov, Jack 
Eichel, and Claude Giroux. They rank one slot ahead of 
Sidney Crosby’s line. 

The Hurricanes have five regular forwards who have an on-
ice high-danger shots-for rate north of 60%. Martinook and 
Staal are first and second, respectively, and Fast is fifth. 

What the third line lacks in flair, they have made up for in 
consistency. Martinook, in particular, has had a statement-
making season in the early going. 

After being put on waivers before the start of the campaign, 
the high-energy winger leads all Hurricanes skaters in corsi-
for-percentage (70.13%), expected goals-for-percentage 
(69.77%), and high-danger shot attempts-for-percentage 
(70%) all while being tied for the lowest offensive-zone start 
rate with Staal. 

He’s been aided by a 12.5% shooting percentage, which isn’t 
unreasonably high but is 2.1% higher than his career high. 
Martinook isn’t a scorer, so that number may trickle down, 
but his overall game has stood out and made a serious 
impact at the bottom of the lineup. 

Health will always be the chief concern for him, but if he 
manages to stay healthy and continue to build on his strong 
opening 12 games, it would be a big boost. 

A Mixed Bag 

On the whole, the Hurricanes had a very inconsistent week. 

After winning on back-to-back nights against Atlantic Division 
clubs, the Canes dropped back-to-back against two other 
Atlantic teams. 
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Wednesday night in Florida was particularly rough. Dylan 
Coughlin’s return to the lineup went poorly. Florida’s opening 
goal saw Coughlin lose Nick Cousins and take his time 
getting back to defend against his easy backdoor tap-in. 
Things didn’t improve much for him as the night went on, but 
the same could be said for the rest of the team. 

Unsurprisingly, the Hurricanes swapped Coughlin out for 
Calvin de Haan for the Edmonton game, and the third pairing 
was much better. 

Injuries have played a role in the different third-pairing looks, 
but it seems like their best bet continues to be de Haan and 
Jalen Chatfield. 

Speaking of injuries, Teuvo Teravainen’s departure from 
Thursday’s game with an undisclosed injury was also 
concerning. Teravainen has had an uneven start to the 
season, but it felt like things were starting to shift over the 
last few games. He had two assists in 7:34 of ice time before 
leaving the game. 

Frederik Andersen has missed two games due to a lower-
body injury, and they were fortunate that Antti Raanta didn’t 
get hurt in Florida when he got clipped in the head by a 
Panthers forward. 

Pyotr Kotchetkov stepped in and had a great night. He 
stopped 20 of the 22 shots he faced, and he had a highlight 
reel play of his own on a Zach Hyman breakaway bid. 

Kotchetkov’s night was a fun reminder of what the 23-year-
old has to offer moving forward and just another in a line of 
great performances dating back to the end of October with 
Chicago in the AHL.  

The Hurricanes’ effort against the Oilers was much-needed 
after a disappointing loss 24 hours earlier. Despite a 9-4-1 
start, there is still a gear that the Hurricanes haven’t hit with 
consistency. Thursday night was one of those nights where 
everything clicked, and now they have to build on it. 

The next stretch for the Canes is West-heavy. Four of their 
next five games will be on the road in a Western Conference 
city, starting Saturday in Colorado. Each of their next six, 
seven of their next eight, ten of their next 12, and 12 of their 
next 16 games are against Western Conference teams. Only 
two of the next 16 games will be against Metropolitan clubs. 

They won’t start seeing a steady wave of divisional games 
until mid-December. Those games will have a greater sense 
of importance, but the Hurricanes can help themselves out a 
whole lot if they can get on a run and pile up wins in the 
meantime. 

The Home Reds 

It was a very smart decision by the team to wear the retro 
home red jerseys against the Oilers. It was reminiscent of the 
2006 Stanley Cup Final. 

For some reason, Svechnikov’s hat trick goal reminded me 
of Rod Brind’Amour’s game-one goal in the ‘06 Final when 
he tucked the game-winning goal after a Ty Conklin turnover 
behind his own net. I think it’s a combination of the jerseys, 
where the goal was scored, and Svech having that big “7” on 
his back. 

The Hurricanes will wear those uniforms ten more times this 
season, and we’ll see if they continue using them after this 
season, but I think there’s a strong argument to be made that 
they should be the full-time home uniforms. 

They’re just great. They pop. As slick as the black set is, I 
think it’s better suited for the secondary home look. 

Maybe it’s just the nostalgia hitting me in the precise way 
that a professional marketing team planned for it to, but I 
think the retro red jerseys look better on the ice, and the 
black jerseys get a bit stale over time with how much they’re 
used. 

That’s it for my impromptu Hurricanes jersey takes.

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/3826105/2022/11/11/nhl-power-rankings-devils/ 

https://theathletic.com/3836026/2022/11/12/nhl-predictions-playoffs-awards-stanley-cup/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/chatfields-speed-decison-making-allowing-him-to-remain-lineup-mainstay/c-337346674 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-november-12-at-colorado/c-337484894 
https://www.nhl.com/news/staal-brothers-support-children-families-fighting-cancer/c-337485880 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-hockey-colorado-canada-404a42923cc143d3846f42f8b492d0f7 
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/why-emotional-borje-salming-reception-hits-home-for-young-maple-leafs/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/11/11/23453452/quick-whistles-carolina-hurricanes-third-line-magic-bouncing-back-red-jerseys-oilers-staal-nhl 
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1258708 Colorado Avalanche 

 

Darren Helm Had New Surgery, But Return Will Be "Sooner Than Later"  

 

Adrian Dater3-3 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

I couldn’t make the optional practice today because of some parenting 
stuff, and neither could Brennan for the same reasons. So, the news 
today from Jared Bednar and the Avalanche is credited to others. The 
top news: Darren Helm had abductor surgery last week and was played 
on Long Term Injured Reserve, according to old friend Jesse Montano 
from DNVR. 

Bednar had hinted something new might have come up with Helm earlier 
this week, but said his return would be “sooner than later.” So, while 
there is no official target date still with Helmer, it sounds like he’s finally 
gotten the proper treatment he needs and that we can count on him 
being back at some point reasonably soon. 

Darren Helm going on LTIR also was probably a strategic cap move by 
GM Chris MacFarland, to better deal with his revolving door or injured 
players/callups. 

Speaking of injured players: Bednar also said today that Shane Bowers 
(upper body) had an MRI this morning, but that the results aren’t yet 
known. As Montano reported, Bednar said there will be a forward callup 
from the Colorado Eagles for Saturday’s game with Carolina. 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

My bet is on Mikhail Maltsev, but I’d love to see Jean-Luc Foudy get a 
shot. Foudy, a center, has 10 points in 11 games for the Eagles. 

I watched Foudy pretty closely at a recent Eagles game, and I like his 
hockey sense and good skating stride. 

Poor Greg Cronin, though, right? The coach of the Eagles keeps losing 
all his top guys. But that’s how it goes in the AHL. The Eagles still 
continue to play pretty well, though. 

Colorado hockey now LOADED: 11.12.2022 

1258705 Chicago Blackhawks 

 

Petr Mrázek returns in top form, but the Chicago Blackhawks fall 2-1 to 
the Los Angeles Kings in overtime 

 

Phil Thompson6-8 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

LOS ANGELES — Chicago Blackhawks goalie Petr Mrázek picked the 
wrong and right time to see his first action since suffering a groin strain in 
October. 

The Hawks would’ve been hard-pressed to salvage a point from their 2-1 
overtime loss to the Los Angeles Kings if Mrázek hadn’t been as sharp 
as he was Thursday, but he admitted he was gassed at one point after 
enduring an onslaught to close the second period, laying on his side for 
several seconds when it was all over. 

“I needed new lungs there,” said Mrázek, who had 33 saves. “Three 
minutes left in the second, we couldn’t get out of the zone. That was a 
tough period of time for us, but we survived and got a point tonight.” 

As dialed in as Mrázek was, it was a disheartening finish for the Hawks. 

On the Kings’ last rush, Philipp Kurashev turned his back to block a shot 
by Phillip Danault, but the puck bounced back to Danault and he passed 
across to Kevin Fiala. 

Fiala sniped it past a diving Jake McCabe before Mrázek could even 
react. The clock at Crypto.com Arena read 1.4 seconds remaining. 

Mrázek dropped to his side again — this time in exasperation instead of 
exhaustion. Or perhaps both. 

“We had some chances to finish it, they had them also,” he said. 
“Especially one second left, that’s tough.” 

Said coach Luke Richardson: “It feels like we lost something at the end 
with a second left on the clock. But it’s a hard-fought road point.” 

Richardson said the Hawks looked “sloppy” through the first two periods, 
particularly in the defensive zone, but “in overtime we had our chances 
like they did.” 

“We feel bad because Petr played real well coming back, and it would’ve 
been nice to get him the win because he deserved it,” Richardson said. 
“He really stood strong there. Even in overtime, he had a couple tough 
chances and stood right in there.” 

The Hawks are at 5-5-3 heading into Saturday’s game against the 
Anaheim Ducks, but they’re 1-3-2 on the road. 

“We’re still at .500. — .500 was where we said after the first month was 
like our base,” Richardson said. “We wanted to grow, but we haven’t 
really taken that next step. But we haven’t taken a big step down. We’re 
ready to take that next step. 

“Being on the road, we can play a little simpler, and we have to learn 
from tonight that we can’t turn pucks over in the neutral zone and in the 
D-zone. In the D-zone, we have to be a little bit better and kill plays and 
get it going on the offense earlier. 

“That’s what our plan is for next game.” 

Here are three takeaways from the game. 

Hawks forward Max Domi wasn’t surprised the game turned into a 
dogfight. 

“That’s just L.A.,” he said. “Since I’ve been in the league they’ve always 
played real tight. They’ve won championships like that.” 

Mrázek said he was no worse for wear playing for the first time since Oct. 
21. 
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“I felt good,” he said. “I felt that last week I had a good week of practice. 
So I was excited to be back and I felt like before. 

“I wanted to come earlier to be honest, but I understand the situation with 
the groin, especially. I’ve been in that situation before and I rushed back 
and reinjured it, so I’m glad they didn’t.” 

Mrázek felt good about his game right away. 

“I saw the puck early on really well,” he said. “Lot of good shots, lot of 
blocks in front of me by guys helping me to see the puck. It’s always 
important, the first period, to settle, to see the puck, get some pucks and 
get ready for the next one.” 

The Kings tested him early, sending back-to-back shots on goal within 
the first two minutes. 

A minute later, Mrázek slid post-to-post and stretched to deny Brendan 
Lemieux’s attempt to tuck the puck in the corner after a breakaway. 

“When you stop that, you feel even more confident, you feel better in 
there,” Mrázek said. “I was glad I stopped that one.” 

Near the end of the second period, the Hawks couldn’t get out of their 
zone long enough to fully make the long change, so two defensemen 
were stuck in their own zone. 

Regula had a 4-minute, 11-second shift, and Jones played 3:58. 

Of course neither helped his cause by committing turnovers during that 
stretch. 

“He somehow got through it,” Richardson said of Regula. “I don’t know 
how he did, but we got through it. 

“Petr played very well and made some big saves, and guys at times got 
their sticks and bodies in front of pucks just at the last second. We were 
in scramble mode a little bit in the second period, but I liked how our third 
period came. 

A daily sports newsletter delivered to your inbox for your morning 
commute. 

“It was much better.” 

Richardson has acknowledged it before, but it’s not a state secret: The 
Hawks don’t possess the kind of offense that can make up for gifting the 
opposition with a power play right after getting on the scoreboard 
themselves. 

But the Hawks did it again against the Kings. 

After going up 1-0 on Taylor Raddysh’s power-play goal — thanks to 
Jason Dickinson drawing a penalty — Reese Johnson roughed Blake 
Lizotte 47 seconds later. 

The Hawks technically killed the penalty, but Danault scored just after 
Johnson left the penalty box. 

“We talked about it between periods with Reese,” Richardson said. “I 
love his energy and he was getting in there to protect and go get 
everyone out of the crease, but we just can’t take that extra shot and take 
a penalty. 

“We killed the penalty off but we didn’t get back into the play, so we were 
still shorthanded,” he said. “It’s just another growing and learning 
experience. We talk about it, and some guys get it and some guys might 
have to go through it themselves.” 
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Blackhawks’ Colin Blackwell owns up to mistakes, returns to lineup with 
new mindset 

 

Ben Pope4-5 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

LOS ANGELES — With a two-year contract in hand, Colin Blackwell 
entered the season with the Blackhawks poised to take the next step in 
his long, impressive journey to establish himself in the NHL. 

So far, though, he hasn’t taken that next step. And he accepts that fact — 
and takes responsibility for the reasons behind it. 

“I definitely haven’t gotten off to a start that I personally would’ve liked,” 
Blackwell said. “I have a lot more to give, and I take the onus for that. 
There’s a lot of ‘look in the mirror’ type of things that I can do better. I 
have to own up to some of the mistakes I made. But, at the same time, I 
have confidence in myself. I wouldn’t be here today if that wasn’t the 
case.” 

Blackwell re-entered the Hawks’ lineup Thursday against the Kings — 
positioned on the fourth-line wing next to Reese Johnson and Boris 
Katchouk — for the first time in 11 days. He had been healthy-scratched 
by coach Luke Richardson for three consecutive games. 

That benching came after a stretch of game-altering errors. With the 
Hawks leading the Sabres in the third period Oct. 29, Blackwell had two 
opportunities to clear the puck out of the defensive zone along the right-
side wall. He failed both times, Tage Thompson scored seconds later 
and the Sabres rallied to win in overtime. 

The next night against the Wild was even worse. Blackwell was 
responsible for both first-period goals the Hawks conceded. 

On the first play, he twice anticipated zone exits and cheated up the ice 
for breakout passes that never came, then lost track of Matt Boldy as he 
slipped behind the Hawks’ defense and scored. On the second play, he 
lost inside positioning on — and failed to keep pace with — Mason Shaw, 
who scored on an easy rebound tap-in. 

“It’s just a mental breakdown,” Blackwell said. “It’s about falling into our 
team structure and trusting that some other things are going to happen 
so I can be that safety valve. I was trying to do a little too much, and 
that’s how those breakdowns happen. I didn’t think I did a great job, from 
a ‘layer’ perspective, of being there for other guys. Those are little things 
that happen throughout the course of the game, but I had a big one, and 
it cost us.” 

The Sabres and Wild produced 16 scoring chances to the Hawks’ five 
during Blackwell’s five-on-five ice time that weekend. For the season 
overall, Blackwell’s 32.8% on-ice scoring-chance ratio ranked 400th 
among 408 forwards leaguewide entering Thursday. 

“He’s just over-trying sometimes,” Richardson said. “[He’s] back-checking 
and trying so hard that you’re not really aware of what’s coming behind 
you. . . . We showed him all that. He’s a pro, and he knows that. But it’s 
good to see it and talk about it.” 

One month doesn’t define a player, and Blackwell has two full years of 
stellar defensive results with the Rangers and Kraken to prove he can 
succeed in this role. 

He’s also a good penalty-killer, speedy forechecker and eager shot-
blocker — all positive traits that Richardson said the Hawks will “welcome 
back.” He simply needs to flush away October’s bad memories and start 
anew. 

“It happens to everybody,” Richardson said. “And there will be a 10-game 
stretch [later on] when he’s feeling like the top of the world and 
everything is going right for him. We just want to get him in that right 
mindset to go out and play free and do his job right.” 

Added Blackwell: “If I clean up some of those things and continue my 
general work ethic and stuff I was bringing to the table beforehand, good 
things will come.” 
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Fleury posts 72nd career shutout, Wild edge Kraken 1-0 

 

TIM BOOTH, Associated Press 

14-18 minutes 11/12/2022 

 

SEATTLE — Marc-Andre Fleury made NHL history and all he could do 
was smile at what it meant. 

"I think it just means I'm old, maybe," Fleury said after getting a shutout 
against the 28th different team, the most by any goalie in NHL history. "I 
have been playing for a while, I guess." 

Fleury posted the 72nd regular season shutout of his career and made 
Mats Zuccarrello's goal late in the first period stand up as the Minnesota 
Wild snapped Seattle's five-game win streak with a 1-0 win over the 
Kraken on Friday night. 

Fleury had been tied with Ed Belfour, Dominik Hasek, Martin Brodeur 
and Tomas Vokoun, all of which shut out 27 teams in their careers. The 
only teams Fleury hasn't shut out at this point: Columbus, St. Louis, 
Vegas and ... Minnesota. 

Fleury made 28 saves and was excellent in the third period as Seattle 
pushed for an equalizer, getting his first shutout in his 22nd regular 
season game with the Wild. Fleury made three stops in the closing 
seconds on Oliver Bjorkstrand and Yanni Gourde. 

"Just seems like when we play them at home or here it's boring a bit and 
not too much action both sides," Fleury said. "We played a little defensive 
and didn't give them much. It's good. It gives us a chance to win every 
night when we do that." 

Fleury had four shutouts last season with Chicago before being traded to 
Minnesota. 

Zuccarello scored his sixth of the season at 18:19 of the first period, 
finding open space in the slot and beating Seattle goalie Martin Jones. 

Jones made 20 saves in another strong performance for Seattle. His stop 
on Mason Shaw's short-handed breakaway attempt early in the third 
period kept Seattle's deficit at just one but the Kraken couldn't find a tying 
goal. 

"We couldn't find a way to get one in behind so it's that kind of night," 
Seattle coach Dave Hakstol said. "You got to find a dirty one, a greasy 
one somewhere and we weren't able to do that tonight." 

The Kraken saw their longest win streak in the two seasons of the 
franchise come to an end. Part of that win streak was a 4-0 win in 
Minnesota last week where Seattle got the better of Fleury. 

He wasn't going to let that happen again. Fleury has allowed one goal or 
fewer in three of his last four starts after giving up 24 goals combined in 
his first seven of the season. 

"He admitted he was trying to do a little bit too much instead of just do his 
job. We all did. When we get back to doing your job, committing to that, 
like he has, it gives a give us a chance to win every night," Minnesota 
coach Dean Evason said. 

Minnesota's goal came late in the first period when Jon Merrill's cross-ice 
pass ricocheted off the side boards and slid onto the stick of Zuccarello 
unmarked in the slot. His wrist shot beat Jones. 

It was Merrill's first point of the season in his 10th game. Kirill Kaprizov 
also got an assist on the play, giving him 16 points in 14 games. 

NOTES: Seattle played its first game since D Jamie Oleksiak landed on 
injured reserve with a lower body injury. Cale Fleury moved into the 
lineup for the first time this season, while Gustav Olofsson was recalled 
from Coachella Valley. ... Minnesota forward Jordan Greenway had a 
setback as he continues to recover from an upper-body injury suffered 
last month, Evason said after morning skate. Greenway played on 
Tuesday in Los Angeles, but it was just his second appearance of the 
season and first since Oct. 20. Evason said Greenway, "may need a little 
more time rehabbing to get back." ... Seattle D Adam Larsson skated in 
his 700th career game. 

UP NEXT 

Wild: Minnesota returns home to host San Jose on Sunday. 

Kraken: Seattle hosts Winnipeg on Sunday. 
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Mats Zuccarello's goal, Marc-Andre Fleury's saves preserve 1-0 Wild 
victory in Seattle 

Jerry Zgoda21-26 minutes 11/12/2022 

Eight days after a lifeless shutout home loss to Seattle, the Wild ended a 
three-game road trip with Friday's 1-0 victory over the Kraken that was 
anything but that. 

The Wild's gritty shutout followed Tuesday's 1-0 loss at Los Angeles and 
Wednesday's 4-1 victory at Anaheim. It came on a night the Wild made 
right wing Mats Zuccarello's first-period goal stand as the winner. 

Wild goalkeeper Marc-Andre Fleury's 28-save, 72nd career shutout – 
most among active NHL goaltenders — ended the Kraken's five-game 
winning streak, which included that 4-0 victory on Nov. 3. 

It was his first shutout in a season that started unevenly for both himself 
and his team – and his first with the Wild. 

"Sometimes it's a bit boring game, not many shots on both sides," Fleury 
told ESPN Plus in a post-game interview. "That means we played a good 
defensive game and it was good to get them back on the ice today." 

Fleury now has recorded a shutout against 28 different franchises, the 
most by any goalie in NHL history. Ed Belfour, Dominik Hasek, Martin 
Brodeur and Tomas Vokoun shut out 27 franchises each. The only team 
he hasn't done so against are the Wild, Columbus, St. Louis and Vegas. 

Included Friday was a Kraken flurry in front of Fleury just as time expired. 
It came after Seattle pulled goaltender Martin Jones, who stopped 20 of 
21 shots he faced, with 2:08 left. 

Seattle had four power plays but nary a shot on Fleury and the Wild. 

"Obviously he was really good, but we think everybody in front of him 
was committed," Wild coach Dean Evason told reporters afterward. "A lot 
of blocked shots, did a lot of really good things. Certainly when we broke 
down, he was there to bail us out. He was really good." 

The Wild have limited the opponent to a single goal or less in four of their 
last five games. 

They now are 5-2-1 on the road this season and 2-4 at home – and 
Fleury appears to be finding his groove. 

"He admitted he was trying to do too much," Evason said. "But we all 
did." 

Zuccarello scored the game's first – and only — goal late in the first 
period. He took an opportunistic shot from the slot after defenseman Jon 
Merrill's attempted pass from the left point to the right bypassed not only 
defensive partner Calen Addison but teammate Frederick Gaudreau as 
well. 
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It eluded Addison, bounced off the right boards, past Gaudreau and three 
Kraken all the way to Zuccarello. He set up his shot with one touch and 
scored at 18:19 in that first period. Merrill got an assist for his part, his 
first point this season. 

It was Zuccarello's sixth goal of the season, his first after he hadn't 
scored in his last six games. 

BOXSCORE: Wild 1, Seattle 0 

Marcus Foligno returned after he missed five games because of an 
upper-body injury while Jordan Greenway missed his second 
consecutive after he returned Tuesday in L.A. from a shoulder injury 
himself in a shutout loss at Los Angeles. 

Evason told reporters Friday morning Greenway's absence "is probably a 
little bit of a setback," but didn't sound alarmed by it. 

"He is skating, so it's not as serious," Evason said. "He may need more 
time rehabbing and getting back." 

Foligno was welcomed back by a group of Wild fans at morning skate 
with moose calls, his nickname. 

"A little moose call is good," Foligno said in a team-conducted video 
interview. "I feel really good. It was something that happened early in the 
season and it just needed to calm down. I was just kind of playing 
through it. It was hurting my game and hurting the team. I just needed to 
take some time away from it and make sure I feel great now and am back 
to normal." 

Evason said his team lacked "energy" in the loss to the second-year 
expansion team that finished with the second-to-worst record in the 
league in its inaugural season. 

The Kraken built around defense its first season, then went and added 
offensive players for its second season. 

"They're probably as aggressive as any team we've seen," Evason said. 
"This isn't the team from last year. I think teams that feel that way get 
surprised…We know who we played, the offensive capabilities they have. 
We didn't give up a lot of odd-man rushes. When they did have their 
opportunity, it was one (shot) and Flower was able to see it." 

Recalled from Iowa on Sunday because the Wild needed healthy bodies, 
wingers Joseph Cramarossa and Adam Beckman both played Friday. 
Cramarossa scored his first goal in more then five years in Wednesday at 
Anaheim. Beckman likes to shoot and score, but is still looking for his first 
NHL goal. 

They played Friday on the same line, each on the other side of center 
Sam Steel. Evason praised Beckman's play in Anaheim. 

"We saw a very mature hockey player, one who wasn't just shooting," 
Evason said. "We saw him finishing his checks, providing us with energy. 
He played a real strong game in all three zones. So he's going to go 
again [Friday]." 

Cramarossa's last goal coincidentally came with Anaheim against the 
Wild and has played mostly in the AHL in the seasons since then. 

"Everybody thinks it's a negative and I think players do, too, when they 
got down to the American Hockey League," Evason said Friday morning. 
"It's not a negative. It's the second-best league in the world. If you're 
down there, it's for a reason, to develop and progress in some area of 
your game, if you're committed and positive about doing that, you'll give 
yourself the best opportunity to get back here and be a National Hockey 
League regular player." 

Center Tyson Jost was scratched from Friday's lineup despite four 
assists in four games against Seattle. 

"He's not going to play," Evason said before the game. "You're probably 
seeing what we're seeing, that he has to find his game again." 
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Marc-Andre Fleury posts shutout as Wild earn 1-0 win over Kraken 

 

Dane Mizutani 

4-4 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

SEATTLE — Wild coach Dean Evason knew what to expect heading into 
the matchup with the Kraken on Friday night at Climate Pledge Arena. 

His players did, too, after the Wild got shut out last week in a 4-0 loss to 
the Kraken. 

That result was on Evason’s mind in the hours leading up to puck drop. 

“They are as aggressive as any team that we’ve seen offensively and 
defensively,” Evason said. “We have to find ways to exit our zone, and 
we have to find ways to get it completely deep into their zone in order to 
give ourselves a chance to have some offense. This isn’t the team from 
last season.” 

No it certainly is not. After spending last season near the bottom of the 
league, the Kraken have been much improved this season, and they 
proved that once again on Friday night by making life miserable for the 
Wild. 

In the end, though, the Wild closed out the West Coast road trip in style 
with a 1-0 win over the Kraken. Mats Zuccarello scored the lone goal of 
the game for the Wild, while Marc-Andre Fleury was outstanding in the 
crease, making 28 saves to record the shutout. 

“He was real good,” Evason said of Fleury. “We think everybody in front 
of him, too, was really committed. We had a lot of blocked shots and did 
a lot of really good things. Then when we broke down he was there to 
bail us out.” 

After getting blanked in a 1-0 loss to the Kings to start the West Coast 
road trip, the Wild turned things around in a hurry, earning a 4-1 win over 
the Ducks, then a 1-0 win over the Kraken. They returned to the Twin 
Cities with a 7-6-1 record heading into a game with the Sharks this 
weekend. 

After a back-and-forth start to the first period, Zuccarello put the Wild in 
front 1-0, finishing off a fortuitous bounce in front. The sequence started 
with Jon Merrill whipping the puck toward the boards in an attempt to 
hold the offensive zone. The puck ricocheted off the boards and bounced 
directly into the slot, where Zuccarello ripped a snipe top shelf. 

“It came and I tried my best to get it on net,” Zuccarello said. “And I 
scored.” 

Meanwhile, the penalty kill continued to be lights out with some 
impenetrable play in front of Fleury. In fact, the Wild finished up the West 
Coast road trip a perfect 12 for 12 on the penalty kill, selling out time and 
time again. 

“That’s been great for us,” Jake Middleton said. “We really just bought 
into the system. I know we’ve talked about it before and there’s been 
spurts where it hasn’t been as great as we want it to be. This road trip it 
was really good for us. There’s a lot of confidence for us as well with how 
it’s been going. We’re really happy with that.” 

That stellar defensively play continued in the second period as the Wild 
stood tall in front of Fleury with a bevy of blocked shots. 

That paved the way for the third period, where Fleury saved his best for 
last. He made a handful of saves down the stretch, then denied Kraken 
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center Yanni Gourde as time expired to put the finishing touches on the 
win. 

“It felt like everyone was going for the rebound,” Fleury said. “He got a 
second whack at it. Just off my pad and in the air. That was it. It was nice 
to hear the buzzer.” 
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Wild get winger Marcus Foligno back, lose winger Jordan Greenway to 
‘setback’ 

 

Dane Mizutani 

3-4 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

SEATTLE — The good news for the Wild is winger Marcus Foligno is 
back in the lineup. The bad news for the Wild is winger Jordan Greenway 
has suffered a “setback” and will need some extra time to recover. 

That means any hopes of reuniting the GREEF Line — Joel Eriksson Ek 
centering Greenway and Foligno — is on hold for at least a little while 
longer. 

Asked about Greenway’s status moving forward, coach Dean Evason 
replied, “He is skating so it’s not as serious.” As for Foligno’s return, 
Evason seemed very excited about his presence in the hours leading up 
to Friday’s game against the Seattle Kraken. 

“Yeah, obviously Moose is a big part of our identity,” Evason said. “He’s 
an assistant captain and leads in all areas on and off the ice. To have his 
presence, not only on the ice, but in the dressing room, will be a big 
boost for us.” 

It has been a couple of weeks since Foligno last played. He suffered an 
upper-body injury in the early stages of this season and hasn’t felt like 
himself until now. 

“I feel really good,” said Foligno, whose last game came against the Red 
Wings on Oct. 29. “Just needed it to calm down. I was playing through it 
and it was hurting my game and hurting the team. Just needed to take 
some time away.” 

The fact that Foligno stepped away speaks to his maturity. He 
understands that he’s not nearly as effective when he’s not at full 
strength. That isn’t always an easy thing to admit. 

“It’s tough,” he said. “You’ve go to be healthy, and me not playing at 100 
percent isn’t good for anyone on the team, including myself. Just needed 
to be patient. I feel 100 percent now.” 

Beckman in 

After making his season debut in Wednesday’s game against the Ducks 
in Anaheim, winger Adam Beckman is drawing back into the Wild lineup 
for Friday’s game against the Kraken. The coaching staff came away 
very impressed with how Beckman played a hard game while still 
showcasing his skill. 

“We saw a very mature hockey player,” Evason said. “Someone that 
wasn’t just an offensive shooter. We saw him finishing his checks. We 
saw him providing us with energy. He played a real strong game in all 
three zones, so he’s going to go again tonight.” 

In addition to Beckman, winger Joseph Cramarossa was also back in the 
lineup after scoring a goal the last time out. They both got called up from 
the Iowa Wild of the American Hockey League ahead of the Wild’s West 
Coast road trip. 
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‘Always a part of me’: Steven Fogarty’s late father inspired a lifetime 
passion for the military — and a path to the NHL 

 

Joe Smith 

9-12 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Carol Fogarty sat in her lower bowl seats at Xcel 
Energy Center, and the memories flooded over her. 

It was Oct. 25, and her son, Steven, was about to make his Wild debut, 
fulfilling a lifelong dream. The Fogarty family moved to Edina, Minn., 
when Steven was 3 years old. His father, Bill, a retired two-star admiral in 
the Navy, had taken a job in the Twin Cities. Steven would go on to “fall 
in love with hockey,” as he put it, because of the Wild. 

This was the same arena where Steven attended NHL games. Where 
he’d come after getting out of school early to watch high school state 
hockey tournaments. Where he’d eventually win a championship with 
Edina in 2010 before going on to captain Notre Dame. And where he was 
drafted in 2011 in the third round by the Rangers. 

As warmups were getting started, Carol, 68, cuddled up next to her son’s 
fiancee, Ali Bjork, looked up at the ceiling and smiled. 

“My husband would have loved this,” she said. “He really would have.” 

Bill died June 13 at the age of 86. The rear admiral — who 
commissioned the battleship USS New Jersey, then served as 
commanding officer in the Middle East during Operations Desert Shield 
and Desert Storm — will be laid to rest next November at Arlington 
National Cemetery on Admiral’s Hill. The military has always been a 
passion for Steven, whose older brother, Charles, is a retired Navy 
SEAL. He’s read every book and watched every documentary he could 
find on the SEALs, and he even considered becoming one if his hockey 
career didn’t work out. 

His father is gone, but the stories he told live on forever for Steven. So do 
the lessons that Bill offered about work ethic, perseverance and family. 
It’s one of the many reasons that Friday’s national holiday, Veterans Day, 
will always have special meaning to the Fogarty family. 

“I owe a lot to my dad and how he helped shape me,” said Steven, 29. 
“(The military) was always a part of me … that culture I fell in love with. 
It’s very similar to hockey, I think. My dad played football (at Iowa State). 
He didn’t really know much about hockey. 

“But I credit my success to that.” 

Carol and Bill met in Bahrain. Carol worked for the Navy as a civilian. Bill 
was already an admiral. They’d each attend embassy functions 
throughout the year. At one of them, Bill found out that Carol was 
learning how to play squash, as he was. 

“The next day, his aide called me: ‘The Admiral would like to know if 
you’d like to play squash,'” Carol recalled, laughing. “That’s how our 
courtship started.” 

Not a line you hear every day, right? 

“I beat him a few times,” she said. “But he was good. A great athlete.” 

They were married in Bahrain and had Charles there before moving to 
Cairo, where Bill was a Naval adviser for a private company and worked 
with the Egyptian government. Steven spent the first year of his life there 
and likes to tell people he “spent time in Cairo,” Carol said. The family 
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then moved to New Jersey for a year and a half, and when the company 
Bill worked for was sold, he relocated the family to Minnesota, where he 
worked for the United Defense as a senior naval advisor. The company 
made guns for battleships. 

The couple picked Edina because Carol wanted her boys to learn a 
different language, which was offered at the local schools. Steven and 
Charles got started in hockey when they were 3 and 5 years old, 
respectively. Carol brought them to Arden Park, a few blocks from their 
house, and bought them skates. Charles played a few years of mites but 
decided it wasn’t for him. 

Steven was different. 

“When Charles was in mites, all the kids were running up and down at 
Braemar Arena,” Carol said. “Steven just sat in the second row and 
watched the practice. He never moved once. He really took an interest 
right away. It got to the point where Charles’ mite coach would let Steven 
skate with the group. Steven asked me, ‘Why didn’t you get me pro 
skating lessons when I was young?’ I didn’t know anything about hockey, 
and Bill didn’t either.” 

Bill, who had four sons from a previous marriage, was a football guy, 
having played at Iowa State. He was active in Steven and Charles’ early 
sports pursuits, but it wasn’t in a hyper-focused or pressure-packed way. 
One of the players’ dads from Steven’s youth team told Carol that Steven 
was having success partly because Bill wasn’t telling him what to do all 
the time. 

“He would just say, ‘How did you think you did, Steven?'” 

You could say that Steven had a larger passion for the military than his 
father did for hockey. 

The 6-foot-3, 204-pound forward said he always peppered his father with 
questions about his past, his job, his posts. There were stories like when 
General Norman Schwarzkopf called Bill at his home in Bahrain to tell 
him that Iraq was invading Kuwait. There were tales about Bill’s 
friendship with President Ronald Reagan. There were memories of the 
bravery of Navy SEALs and their missions. 

“I’ll never forget them,” Steven said. 

In 2011, Steven got drafted by the Rangers and Charles became a full-
fledged SEAL, taking them on separate paths. There were a few years 
when the brothers didn’t talk very often. It wasn’t until Charles’ wedding 
day, years later, that he told the story about the day they separated. 
Steven went up to his room, listened to a song and then teared up, 
knowing he wouldn’t see his brother for a long time. 

What’s fitting, Charles said, is that he went to his car to leave and heard 
a song, “Alright” by Pilot Speed, that made him cry too. 

“We both had that same connection and reaction in that moment,” 
Charles said. “The connection has always been there.” 

Steven would visit Charles a few times a year at the Navy SEAL base in 
Coronado, Calif. Steven was mesmerized, watching how they trained, 
how they bonded. It reminded him a lot of hockey culture, in how they 
stuck together, dressed similarly and had that camaraderie. 

“I was in awe of them,” Steven said. “As funny as it sounds, they look the 
same, they dress the same. I loved it.” 

“My brother always said, ‘I’m jealous. I’d do anything to be you,” Charles 
said. “I’m like, ‘Are you kidding?’ All my buddies would rather be a 
professional athlete.” 

Steven has played pro hockey for about eight seasons now, appearing in 
31 NHL games split between the Rangers, Bruins, Sabres and Wild. It 
hasn’t been easy bouncing up and down, spending so much time on 
buses in the AHL, from Hartford to Rochester to Providence to, now, 
Iowa. Steven admitted there have been times he’s thought about 
enlisting. But he hasn’t given up on this hockey dream yet. 

“I think it’s the taste of it,” Steven said. “Once you get here, you know you 
can be here, so you keep working to get to that. Every time I get called 
up, it’s gotten a little easier. I get more comfortable. You can’t take it for 
granted. Take it day by day. Once you’re in the NHL, there’s nothing like 
it. You just want to be here all the time.” 

Now that Charles is retired from the Navy, living with his wife and two 
kids in Eagan, Minn., he hopes to be more involved in Steven’s hockey 
career, in terms of following it closely. He said he has no doubt Steven 
would have been a great Navy SEAL if he went that direction, but he isn’t 
surprised to see his little brother having success on his own path. 

When Steven was at Notre Dame, the school website wrote a story about 
him. The headline was: “Captain of a Different Ship.” 

Carol is just grateful that her late husband got to meet Steven’s fiancee, 
Ali, and learn over Christmas that a wedding was likely in their future. 

Steven and Ali met in middle school. “I used to wear his jersey,” she 
quipped. 

“I asked her to be my Super Fan,” he said. 

The couple reconnected during the pandemic, trading texts and catching 
up at a park in Edina. Steven joked that what really helped move the 
courtship forward was when he adopted an Elsie Doodle dog, named 
Rambo. Steven proposed at that same park. He invited her parents, her 
grandma and his mother, Carol. 

“When we got there, I was expecting to wait a little bit, but Rambo ran out 
when he saw her family,” he said. “So I just panicked. I don’t even know 
what I said.” 

While his father won’t be at the wedding next summer, Steven is grateful 
he got to say goodbye. Bill, in hospice care since January, started to get 
sick in June. On a Tuesday, he felt fine. By Thursday, he was so sick he 
had to get an ambulance to the hospital. Charles and Steven slept in the 
hospital overnight that weekend, allowing Carol to go home. 

Steven remembered being by his father’s bedside and they were 
watching the Stanley Cup Final between the Lightning and Avalanche. It 
made Steven think about the “dads’ trip” his father got to go on four years 
ago when he was with the Rangers. It was in Tampa. It was one of his 
favorite moments with his dad. Bill was the oldest dad there, by far — 
Steven said many people joked he was his grandpa — but he told some 
of his favorite military stories on the bonding trip. 

“One of the last things I ever said to him, I don’t know if he heard me,” 
Steven said, starting to tear up. “I brought up the dads’ trip, and, 
‘Remember when I almost scored in that game?’ I looked at him and he 
smiled. 

“I know he heard me.” 
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10 observations: Hawks steal point but lose to Kings in OT 

 

Nationwide Insurance Agent Jeff Vukovich4-5 minutes 

 

The Blackhawks fell to the Los Angeles Kings 2-1 in overtime at 
Crypto.com Arena on Thursday. 

Here are 10 observations from the loss: 
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1. The Blackhawks were severely outplayed during 5-on-5 action, where 
the scoring chances were 29-9 in favor of the Kings, according to Natural 
Stat Trick. They stole a point by pushing this game to overtime but Kevin 
Fiala eventually scored the game-winner with 1.4 seconds left to give Los 
Angeles the well-deserved second point. It felt inevitable. 

2. Scoring chances when Jonathan Toews was on the ice at even 
strength: 7-2 Chicago. Scoring chances when Toews wasn't on the ice: 
30-6 Los Angeles. He was Chicago's best skater by a mile. 

3. The Kings had an expected Goals For of 3.38 in regulation. They had 
an actual Goals For of 1. That means Petr Mrazek saved 2.38 goals 
above expected, which is quite ridiculous. He didn't show any signs of 
rust after missing the last eight games with a groin injury and was the 
biggest reason the Blackhawks came away with a point. He finished with 
33 saves on 35 shots for a save percentage of .943. 

4. The Blackhawks generated only two high-danger chances during 5-on-
5 action. It was their lowest total of the season so far. They couldn't get 
much going offensively outside of the power play. 

5. The Blackhawks had one power play when these two teams met a 
week ago at the United Center. They had four power plays in this game 
and generated 14 shot attempts, 10 shots on goal and seven scoring 
chances. They were zipping it around and finished 1-for-4. All five players 
touched the puck within a nine-second span on the Taylor Raddysh goal. 

6. No idea how the Blackhawks got out of the second period tied 
because they barely touched the puck in the final five minutes of the 
frame. At one point, the Kings had the puck in Chicago's zone for 1:45 
straight minutes before the puck got out, but it wasn't enough for the 
Blackhawks to make a line change. Alec Regula logged a shift of 4:11 to 
end the period, Caleb Jones was at 3:58, and the fourth line was also out 
there forever: Colin Blackwell (3:27), Reese Johnson (2:30) and Boris 
Katchouk (2:27). They could barely move by the end of it. 

7. Speaking of the fourth line, the Blackhawks were outshot 9-0 when the 
Katchouk-Johnson-Blackwell trio was on the ice together. Patrick Kane's 
line with Andreas Athanasiou and Max Domi wasn't much better, and it 
forced head coach Luke Richardson to shake up the lines in the second 
half of the third period for the first time this season. 

8. In last week's meeting, Toews lost nine of 13 faceoffs (30.8 percent) 
and Danault won 10 of 14 (71.4 percent). In this game, Toews won 18 of 
21 faceoffs (85.7) and Phillip Danault lost 16 of 20 (20.0 percent). Night 
and day difference. 

9. It doesn't feel fair to single out one player in a game like this, but I 
thought Caleb Jones had a tough night and he'd probably be the first to 
say it. He had three of the Blackhawks' 10 giveaways. He has really 
stepped up in his older brother Seth's absence and I'd expect him to 
bounce back on Saturday in Anaheim, but I imagine he'll want to flush the 
tape for this game down the toilet, just like the rest of the team. 

10. The Blackhawks are 4-2-1 with a +2 goal differential at home this 
season. They're now 1-3-2 with a -7 goal differential on the road. A pretty 
big disparity. 
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NHL99: Nikita Kucherov is an on-ice artist with a library of skill, borrowed 
from many 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn, Joe Smith13-16 minutes 12/11/2022 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 

figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

TAMPA, Fla. — Nikita Kucherov scrolled through the list and shook his 
head. 

“You’ve got to be kidding me.” 

It was Lightning training camp at Amalie Arena, and Kucherov had just 
come off the ice from a practice, dripping with sweat, sitting in his stall 
with about half of his equipment removed. He had agreed to talk to The 
Athletic one-on-one but didn’t know the topic. And now he was going 
through the names and rankings for our NHL99 project, a ranking of the 
top 100 players of the modern era. 

There was fellow Russian Alexander Mogilny, at No. 89, fittingly. 
Lightning teammates Andrei Vasilevskiy and Steven Stamkos, at Nos. 79 
and 75. Drew Doughty at No. 73. And then there was Kucherov’s name, 
ahead of them all at No. 72. 

“That’s kind of cool,” Kucherov said. “But I can’t be there. I don’t belong 
there.” 

Why? 

“I don’t have the speed,” he said. “I don’t have a shot like (Auston) 
Matthews’ shot. I don’t have Connor McDavid’s speed. The flashy things 
people talk about.” 

But how about your high hockey IQ? 

“I don’t feel people care about that,” he said. “It’s not on highlights, not 
talked about as much. … It’s not sexy.” 

It may not be, but Kucherov’s smarts are his signature and one of the 
NHL’s most feared commodities. He’s arguably the artist of his 
generation, thinking the game like Picasso knew how to move a brush. 
Lightning assistant Jeff Halpern has compared him to Albert Einstein. 
Adam Oates, Kucherov’s mentor and a Hall of Famer who still works as a 
skills coach with NHLers, has named a drill after him. Patrick Kane and 
Jack Eichel are among the stars who learn from studying Kucherov’s 
game. 

“He’s one of the best players in the world,” Eichel said. “Why wouldn’t 
you?” 

Kucherov has been a student of the game from an early age. 

He didn’t have access to NHL games on TV growing up in Moscow, but 
he was able to watch Alex Ovechkin, Pavel Bure and Mogilny play 
internationally. There was a poster of the “Russian Five” on the wall of 
his childhood bedroom, and he dreamed of following in their footsteps. 

Kucherov had a sticker book in which you had to buy packets of stickers 
and collect enough for five players and one goalie for each NHL team. “I 
had every player filled,” he said. 

He didn’t start playing until he was 5. It was during the Russian 
recession, and families were hit hard financially. His mother, Svetlana, 
worked as a cleaner at the local rink so she could make ends meet. She 
bought her son some used skates, which were three sizes too big. He 
wore them for years, sharing with his older brother Denis. Kucherov 
recalled wearing three pairs of socks in his skates so they’d fit better. 

His mentor was his youth hockey coach, Gennadi Kurdin, and you can 
still see his influence. It was their chats on the way to practices in 
Kurdin’s Zhiguli car that were formative in how Kucherov thought about 
the game. Kurdin would pose a situation and Kucherov would react to it. 
Like what do you do on a three-on-two if a defenseman was in a certain 
spot.“How do you get open for your partner?” 

“Don’t stand still.” 

Kucherov loved playing handball and soccer, with their relatable 
concepts, like passing and getting open. 

“Always be creative,” he said. 
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But Kucherov said his hockey IQ really didn’t take off until he reached the 
NHL. When he did, he still had a lot to learn — about everything. That’s 
where having veterans like Martin St. Louis and Vinny Lecavalier on his 
first Lightning team made a difference. 

“It was completely different from what I had seen in the past,” Kucherov 
said. “It was day and night. When I was in Russia, how they approached 
the game, how they think the game, what they think to do after the game. 
We didn’t care about stretching. I had a hot dog and Coca-Cola before 
games. I’d come 15 minutes before the game, think I’d score a few in that 
game. That was my mentality. When I came here, everything was 
different. Guys were eating pasta, taking naps. Stretch before, stretch 
after. 

“It’s all the little things.” 

It was Steve Yzerman, then the Lightning’s general manager, who called 
Kucherov out. He had measured at 21 percent body fat, and the Hall of 
Famer gave him a stern talk. 

Kucherov didn’t know much English, but the point got across. 

“I knew he was pissed, but I had no idea what he was saying,” Kucherov 
said, smiling. “He was saying all these names — St. Louis, Lecavalier, all 
these names, and they lifted the Cup. He said I’m fat. If I’m willing to play, 
I have to change my mentality. He really inspired me.” 

Kucherov watched everything St. Louis did. 

“I had never been around a player of his caliber,” Kucherov said. “It was 
like being with a Hollywood star. I was in awe.” 

Kucherov paid attention to every detail, from how St. Louis taped his stick 
to how he warmed up for practice to how he talked to linemates during 
shifts. 

For example, St. Louis would tell Kucherov he’d hold onto the puck a little 
longer to draw a defenseman and free him up. Kucherov added the note 
to his mental library. 

Slowly, Kucherov added more from other NHLers, players like Patrick 
Kane and Sidney Crosby — guys of similar size. 

“I take a little bit from everybody, and it builds, builds, builds,” Kucherov 
said. “When you study, you have a bigger library.” 

Oates said he used to study Wayne Gretzky and Mario Lemieux because 
they were the best in the world at that time, and Kucherov did the same 
thing. Kucherov said not only does he watch his own shifts, but he’ll also 
watch shifts from every one of Kane’s games. 

“Everyone is saying you want to be the best,” Kucherov said. “But are 
you willing to do what the best does?” 

And Kane learns from Kucherov, too. 

“He’s one of my favorite players,” Kane told The Athletic’s Scott Powers. 
“I just love how he’s able to know what he’s doing with the puck before 
he even gets it. He gets it, makes a quick play, and all of a sudden, a 
chance comes out of nowhere. It’s a pretty incredible trait to have.” 

Kucherov does his studying on an iPad at home or while in his room on 
the road, or even, if he has free time, while riding in a car. He also 
watches clips from Artemi Panarin, Eichel, Leon Draisaitl. He’ll try to pick 
up details, from how they take the puck off the wall to how they distribute 
it on the power play to how they enter the zone. 

“It’s interesting to repeat what they’ve done, see if I can do that,” 
Kucherov said. “I go on the ice before practice and I’ll try to imitate that, 
see if I can apply it to my game on the power play in the corner. They’re 
all different styles — one is heavier, one is a center or a wing — but 
we’re all in the same spots all the time.” 

Halpern, who played with Oates, Ovechkin and St. Louis, among other 
stars, said he’s never seen any player as “methodical” and “calculating” 

as Kucherov. He also said no one he’s been around has worked as hard 
at their game. 

“He has maybe the best skill set in the NHL,” Halpern said. 
“Stickhandling, vision, shooting, passing — he’s elite, elite, elite in every 
single skills category. So when you put that with his hockey sense, it 
adds to that.” 

Where does it show up on the ice? Lightning coach Jon Cooper said 
Kucherov knows where the puck is going before a defenseman picks it 
up. He’s like a chess player who thinks five or six steps ahead. 

“I know every D-man, his best ability and where he’s not comfortable,” 
Kucherov said. “I can put the puck in a place where he’s weak and attack 
that space, attack his weak spot. For me, I had to learn, I had to watch 
the clips. Maybe some guys go out drinking. I just want to watch the 
shifts. 

“I don’t have the speed, right? I don’t have a crazy shot. I don’t have 
shiftiness like crazy. There’s nothing I can be the best in for those 
abilities. I don’t have it naturally. I can’t jump 45 inches. I’m like a 25-inch 
vertical. I had to use my brain. 

“That guy that’s in the gym? I know he’s going to fumble the puck. I’m 
going to go after him and he’s going to give me the puck.” 

Kucherov’s ability to learn and adapt, practice and grow, borrow and 
perfect, is what has made him one of the defining players of his 
generation. An off-ice mastermind who creates on-ice masterpieces. 

That culminated in his would-be magnum opus, a mesmerizing 2018-19 
season in which he scored an astounding 41 goals and 128 points — the 
first player in 20 years to top 40 goals and 80 assists in the same 
season. The 128 points remain the high-water mark for the salary cap 
era. He won the Hart Trophy in a landslide, leading the Lightning to a tie 
for the best regular-season win total in NHL history at 62. 

Kucherov was on his way to an all-time great season, but four games 
later, it was all for naught after an embarrassing first-round sweep at the 
hands of the Blue Jackets. Regular-season success was one thing, but 
playoff triumph was eluding Kucherov and the Lightning. 

That glory would have to wait but it wouldn’t take long. 

The greatest artists have defining masterpieces. Kucherov’s should have 
been his MVP-winning season, but instead, it came with a playoff run for 
the ages. Back-to-back championships, three straight finals appearances 
— and at the center of it all was Kucherov’s consistent excellence. His 
greatest accomplishment was a three-year project starting after that 2019 
playoff shame — one that stands tall even in the company of the game’s 
all-time greats. 

In 2020, Kucherov scored 34 points in 25 games en route to his first 
Stanley Cup victory. In 2021 — after missing an entire regular season — 
he did it again, with 32 points in 23 games and another Cup ring. This 
past spring, Kucherov dragged the Lightning back to the final with 27 
points in 23 games. 

That’s three straight seasons with 25 or more playoff points, an 
impressive feat that needs to be put into proper context. 

There have been 98 instances in the modern era in which a player had 
25 or more playoff points, but only eight NHL players have accomplished 
it three or more times. And only four have done it back-to-back-to-back: 
Bryan Trottier, Mike Bossy, Wayne Gretzky and Kucherov 

A player has scored 30 or more points in the postseason 35 times. Only 
five have done it more than once: Jari Kurri, Mark Messier, Mario 
Lemieux, Gretzky and Kucherov. 

That’s incredible company, and while part of it is a product of the teams 
those players were on, it was also those players who made those teams 
so special. The Lightning don’t make three straight finals without 
Kucherov producing at a historic rate. 
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Over the past three postseasons, Kucherov has scored 93 points — 
nearly 30 points clear of the next-best player. He’s dominated the 
postseason to a degree that’s rarely been seen in hockey history. Other 
times a player has scored 90-plus points during a three-postseason 
span? Wayne Gretzky (120), Wayne Gretzky (101), Wayne Gretzky 
(100), Wayne Gretzky (99), Wayne Gretzky (96), Mario Lemieux (96)… 

And Nikita Kucherov. 

At 29, Kucherov’s career still has many brushstrokes left, but what’s 
already on the canvas is a marvelous work of art. There aren’t many who 
have played who can stand alone with Gretzky and Lemieux in any 
category. Kucherov can — whether he admits it or not. Artists can often 
be their own toughest critics. 

What obviously hurts is that Kucherov wasn’t individually awarded for his 
playoff greatness. In 2020, the Conn Smythe went to Victor Hedman, and 
in 2021 it went to Andrei Vasilevskiy. There can only be one playoff MVP, 
and on a team like the Lightning, it was always going to be impossible to 
choose just one. Both Hedman and Vasilevskiy were deserving winners, 
but Kucherov was arguably just as worthy each year. Given the totality of 
his playoff accomplishments, it’s a shame he’s come away empty-
handed. 

Of course, while it’s easy to get caught up in hardware, Kucherov’s lack 
of a Conn Smythe doesn’t make him a footnote in Tampa Bay’s dynastic 
machine. Up front, he was the guy, a major cog who made the Lightning 
work the way they did. 

Still, he isn’t the only all-time great to win multiple championships and 
come away empty-handed in terms of MVP honors. On The Athletic’s 
NHL99, there are 22 other players who haven’t won the Conn Smythe — 
some ranked much, much higher. 

“To me, he can stand there with the puck and the building is falling down 
around him and he never looks like he’s flustered.” 

But where Kucherov’s case differs is that his playoff performance wasn’t 
in the shadow of a much clearer choice. 

Looking back, though, it’ll be hard to deny Kucherov’s distinctive artistry 
— even if he wasn’t properly rewarded for it at the time. 

And even if he doesn’t feel like he belongs on the NHL99 list, the others 
on the list do. 

“We all watch him and say, ‘Well, you’re wrong,’” Oates said. “As an 
outsider, he just won two Cups and went to another final, and he’s got 
nothing but points (like) guys that are the best in the history of our game. 
No one can deny that.” 

And Oates knows that there will be a time his star pupil ranks even 
higher on lists like these. 

“It won’t be long, ‘Kuch,’” Oates said. 
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Appreciating Luongo’s funniest videos and 5 NHL surprises so far 

 

Eric Duhatschek14-18 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

For decades now, James Duthie has hosted hockey broadcasts on the 
TSN Network in Canada, with a wry, dry, sly sense of humor. It is a 
quality he shares with Roberto Luongo who, this weekend, will be 
inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in the male player category — and 
for years, conspired with Duthie to create some memorable video 
silliness. 

The relationship between Duthie and Luongo began through Jamie 
McLennan, who was playing in Florida on the same team as Luongo, but 
was nearing the end of his career and interested in trying his hand at TV. 
TSN wanted to do a story on the life of a backup goaltender. Originally, 
the idea was to do a serious piece. Duthie had other ideas. What if they 
told the story differently — imagining that the backup was jealous of the 
starter? What lengths might he go to, to ensure more playing time for 
himself? 

So Duthie contacted McLennan and pitched the idea. McLennan was on 
board with the concept.  

“But I didn’t know Roberto at all at the time,” said Duthie. “And frankly, I 
had some trepidation, because — and I’ve told Roberto this — my 
impression of him from afar was that of this aloof star goalie. I had never 
interviewed him, I’d never done anything with him. So, when I went down 
to Florida to do this piece, and it was ridiculous. We rented a dummy 
from a movie set to get hit by a Zamboni. We’ve milked that scene about 
10 times — Jamie pretending to run Roberto over with the Zamboni. We 
wanted it to be as cheesy looking as possible. 

“The very first scene we filmed, we only had a couple of hours to shoot it 
and that was the first time I ever met Roberto. And right from the first 
second, he was incredibly game to do it. Much to my relief, he was super 
keen. He loved everything about it. He was making suggestions as we 
went along. It went really well and I really liked the guy right away. He 
was the complete opposite of what I thought he was. 

“I got his number and we sort of stayed in touch.” 

Eventually, Florida traded Luongo to Vancouver in the Todd Bertuzzi deal 
(June of 2006) at which point, Luongo texted Duthie and suggested they 
do another bit for the network. This time, the premise was Luongo as a 
beat poet, writing short, pithy rhymes about everyone and everything 
from the Sedin twins, his fellow Hall of Famers from the class of 2022, 
and Dustin Byfuglien to McLennan and his dislike for shootouts. That too 
was well-received (and has over 218,000 views on YouTube). 

Then came arguably the most memorable bit. By 2010, Canucks’ goalie 
prospect Cory Schneider was ready for prime time. Luongo was the well-
established starter, but Schneider was pushing him hard. 

“When Schneider was battling Roberto for the No. 1 job, if you just 
listened to all of us in the media, it was this very tense situation — and 
there might be a lot of friction between the two guys,” said Duthie. 
“Instead, it was just the opposite.  

“Roberto actually called me and said, ‘why don’t we do something about 
me and Schneider battling to be No. 1?’ — because, the reality is, they 
actually had a great relationship. In some ways, that was my favorite 
thing we did, because it really shattered the myth of the tension between 
them. We shot it in Columbus, during a day off, and there was a purpose 
to it. He didn’t just want to have fun with it. He wanted to let everyone 
know: ‘Forget whatever you believe. We’re actually good buddies. Yeah, 
we both want to be the No. 1 goalie, but personally, we’re great together.’ 

“Obviously, he’s in the Hall of Fame because he’s an incredible goalie, 
but of all the players of his generation, I’m not sure there were many 
others who really won over people the way he did, with his self-
deprecating humor and through Twitter.” 

Luongo is one of only three goaltenders in NHL history to appear in over 
1,000 games. He is fourth all time in regular-season wins and ninth in 
shutouts. He shared the 2010-11 William M. Jennings Trophy with 
Schneider. He is the franchise wins leader for both the Canucks (252) 
and Panthers (230) and one of only two goaltenders in NHL history to 
record 200-plus regular-season wins with multiple franchises (the other 
was Patrick Roy with Montreal and Colorado).  

Playing for Canada internationally, Luongo won gold medals at two 
Olympics (2010, 2014), two world championships (2003, 2004) as well as 
a World Cup title in 2004. Perhaps nothing illustrated his leadership 
qualities better than the fact that Canucks named him their team captain 
for two years between 2008 and 2010, a rare honor for a goalie. The last 
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goalie to captain a team prior to Luongo was Bill Durnan with Montreal 
back in 1947-48.  

In speaking with reporters in Florida a few weeks back about his Hall of 
Fame career, Luongo was asked now that he’s in management with the 
Panthers, an organization trying to develop a young goaltender — 
Spencer Knight — what advice might he pass on from his own 
experiences to help smooth his journey? Tellingly, Luongo’s answer 
wasn’t about technique, or anything relating to the mechanics of 
goaltending. Instead, he talked about coming to grips with the pressure 
involved in playing the position. 

“Sometimes, I took things too much to heart and let them linger with me 
too long, instead of brushing it off and just moving on,” said Luongo. “It 
affected me when I was on the ice and in my personal life for longer than 
it should have.  

“I think I started getting over that once I created my Twitter account. That 
might sound weird but once I started making fun of myself, it kind of put 
everything in perspective and helped me deal with those moments. It’s 
not that serious. You get criticized. It’s going to happen. I always say, 
‘you’re never going to have 100 percent of the people on your side.’ All 
these people that have negative things to say about you, that’s just part 
of it now. I understand that. Maybe back then I didn’t.” 

Both Duthie and Luongo understood that you can defuse a tense 
situation with humor, a lesson sometimes lost in the serious business of 
professional hockey. It just lets the air out of the balloon.  

“I am a big fan of dumb comedy,” said Duthie. “I grew up on David 
Letterman. Fortunately, Roberto has the same sense of humor. I think 
he’s one of the great surprises of my career. He was so different from 
how I perceived him.  

“There’s a lesson in that for me — that we don’t really know these guys. 
Sometimes, you judge a guy because he’s tough with the media, or bad 
in scrums, but we don’t really know him. Getting to know Roberto. He just 
had an incredible sense of humor. Obviously, the Twitter account was a 
massive part of that too. That was fun for me because the Twitter 
account was anonymous for a couple of years, but I always knew it was 
him. It was really fun watching that grow and grow. And then the 
speculation — was it him? And then the realization that yes, it was.  

“The last thing we did was, when he was thinking about having a career 
in TV, he came in and did a weekend with us, and we shot the thing 
called ‘The Panel Intern’ — where now he was the understudy to Jamie, 
who was the star on TV, and was going to teach him everything he knew. 
I’m proud of those things we did — and proud that we showed another 
side of him.” 

Luongo is now a special advisor to Panthers’ general manager Bill Zito 
and learning the tricks of the front-office trade. A couple of weeks back, 
Duthie went to Florida to shoot a Hall of Fame feature on Luongo — and 
wanted to try something silly once again.  

“I had an idea about him being a Hall of Famer, and having a massive 
ego as a result,” said Duthie. “I wanted to take him around Florida and 
pretend he was trying to get into a place or get discounts on things 
because he was a Hall of Famer — and being rejected everywhere.  

“Roberto still has a sense of humor, and you’ll see that in the interview 
that we did — he can’t stop being himself. But at the same time, he does 
want a future in hockey, as a GM or a president or something. So, I think 
for now, he’s not going to do any of the whacky pieces.  

“But I do have to introduce him at the Hall and I’m not sure: Do I do the 
usual sort of intro we do, or do I play it straight? I’m torn, but I think I’m 
going to play it straight. I’m sure he’s got a couple of jokes to tell, but I’ll 
leave that to him. It’s his night and it has to be timeless.” 

Five developments I didn’t see coming 

1. Vegas and Seattle atop the Pacific Division, in terms of points 
percentage 

A bounce-back year for Vegas was always a real possibility, if only 
because so many of the Golden Knights’ key players pieces who were 
injured last year, were healthy again for the start of the season, except 
primarily for goaltender Robin Lehner. 

And there was a sense, from his brief cameo last year (a .914 save 
percentage in 19 appearances), that they would be all right with rookie 
Logan Thompson, carrying a heavier load. But Seattle? And especially 
Seattle, largely minus its starter in goal, the injured Philipp Grubauer, and 
forced to overplay Martin Jones. 

If there was an early-season path to the top for the Kraken, it was 
probably through goaltending and stingier defence. Instead, Seattle’s 
been one of the more fun — and offensively explosive teams — to watch 
this year, eighth in goals-per-game average at a hefty 3.57 per contest. 
Oliver Bjorkstrand and Andre Burakovsky have nicely rounded out the 
top six, and similar to Vegas, the return to health of two players who 
spent a lot of time on IR last year — Jaden Schwartz and Branden Tanev 
— have given them far greater forward depth.  

2. Mattias Macelli is atop the rookie scoring lead 

As of Friday, Macelli was tied with Seattle’s Matty Beniers and Ottawa’s 
Shane Pinto with nine points each. I saw Macelli play an exhibition game 
live in September and actually looked him up then because he caught my 
eye. Arizona’s fourth-round pick (No. 98) in 2019, Macelli played two 
years in the USHL for Dubuque, two years in Finland with Ilves Tampere, 
and the last year, divided his time between AHL Tucson and the 
Coyotes, where he got into 23 NHL games (and is why he’s still Calder 
eligible this year). 

But the truth is, I assumed that once NHL players started playing for 
keeps, he would be like a lot of young players — either farmed out or 
playing a reduced role. Instead, he’s been part of Arizona’s uncanny 
ability to completely surprise more talented opponents, with work ethic, 
goaltending and the occasional dose of skill. Arizona is three games into 
its record 14-game road trip and — as everybody predicted — has 
produced victories in all three, making them 6-6-1 for the season.  

3. St. Louis last in the Central Division 

The Blues stopped the bleeding Thursday night, winning the battle of the 
Western Conference basement against San Jose. Lots of things have 
gone wrong for a team that finished with the fourth-best record in the 
Western Conference last season, though it’s easy to focus on David 
Perron’s departure because Perron contributed so much to the mix in 
terms of scoring and leadership. But just as significant is the absence of 
Ville Husso who, for most of last season, was the de facto No. 1 in goal, 
as Jordan Binnington struggled.  

4. Ottawa last in the Atlantic Division 

Ottawa clearly won the summer, with prescient moves to add, among 
others, Claude Giroux and Alex DeBrincat. They subtracted, among 
others, the burdensome contract of goaltender Matt Murray. Sadly for 
Sens fans, hockey is mostly played in the fall, winter and spring. On the 
ice, the Sens’ losses just continue to mount — 0-6-1 in the last seven, 
with a 4.92 goals-against average in that discouraging stretch. 

5. Calgary out of the playoff picture in the Western Conference 

The Flames have been sinking fast in the West, going 0-5-2 in the past 
seven. Within that stretch, they failed to win a game on a much-
anticipated road trip that many assumed they needed because they’d 
grown stale on an extended homestand to start the season. 

It was a reasonable assumption too, given that the Flames were tied for 
the league lead with 25 road wins last season. Didn’t happen. Before 
getting injured, newcomer Jonathan Huberdeau was having trouble 
finding chemistry with center, Elias Lindholm, and the overall scoring just 
hasn’t been there. With Johnny Gaudreau and Matthew Tkachuk 
elsewhere, only Nazem Kadri has come in and picked up the slack 
(seven goals thus far though he’s cooled off too after a hot start). Calgary 
was always thought to be one winger short — it’s why the Flames 
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brought in Sonny Milano on a tryout back in training camp. Milano 
eventually signed with Washington. Calgary’s search continues. 

Sympathy for the Devils 

It wasn’t so long-ago fans in New Jersey were calling for coach Lindy 
Ruff’s head on a platter and websites that set such odds had him at, or 
near, the top of their first coach-to-be fired list. But things change fast in 
the NHL and the Devils, on the heels of an eight-game win streak, are 
suddenly atop the Metropolitan Division.  

The Devils thought they needed Gaudreau’s scoring to round out a team 
that had two up-and-comers down the middle in Jack Hughes and Nico 
Hischier, but lacked real pop on the wing, beyond Jesper Bratt. Instead, 
Gaudreau signed with Columbus. 

Even without him, they’ve managed to get by with a no-name, 
hardworking support group on the wings, a patched-together goaltending 
tandem and reliable defensive play from, among others, newcomer John 
Marino. The Devils were nobody’s choice to go anywhere this season, in 
part because of how far back they were just a year ago, missing the 
playoffs by 37 points. 

This year, they’ve won 11 of the first 14 games, many with uncanny, 
timely scoring they received again on Thursday night, in an overtime win 
over Ottawa. Few will be surprised by how well Jack Hughes is playing in 
his fourth season (14 points in 14 games, after averaging more than a 
point per game last year (56 in 49). But it is Hischier’s play that’s really 
helped balance the top two lines (16 points in 13 games) after a career-
high 60 in 70 games a year ago. Hischier was the No. 1 pick in 2017, and 
sometimes it really does take that long even for the bluest of blue-chip 
talent, to find their NHL strides.  

It would be remarkable, though not unprecedented, if the Devils, a 27-win 
team a year ago, made the playoffs, considering how far outside of them 
they were a year ago. As recently as the 2016-17 season, Colorado 
finished with a dismal 48-point total, but then jumped all the way to 90 the 
next year, made the playoffs as an eighth seed and then knocked off the 
conference regular-season champs (and top seed) Calgary in the 
opening round.  

But even that pales compared to what San Jose did early in their 
incarnation. The 1991-92 Sharks were a 24-point team. They won 11 
times in what was then an 84-game regular season (and lost 71 times!). 
They finished 61 points out of a playoff spot. The next year, they surged 
to 82 points, also made it to the playoffs as an eighth seed, and also 
upset the No. 1 team in the conference, Detroit, in the opening round. 
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NHL, NHLPA announce World Cup of Hockey delayed from 2024 to 
‘hopefully’ 2025 

 

The Athletic Staff2-3 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

The World Cup of Hockey will be delayed from 2024 to “hopefully” 2025, 
the NHL and NHLPA announced. Here’s what you need to know: 

The tournament was originally scheduled to be played in February of 
2024 

The NHL and NHLPA said in a joint statement, “Unfortunately, in the 
current environment it is not feasible to hold the World Cup of Hockey at 
that time.” 

The league and Players’ Association indicated they were looking at 
February of 2025 as the date of the next World Cup. 

In October, NHL depty commissioner Bill Daly said there were 
outstanding issues with the International Ice Hockey Federation that still 
hadn’t been ironed out. 

The last World Cup of Hockey was 2016 in Toronto, with Team Canada 
winning the tournament. It was also the last best-on-best hockey 
tournament. NHL players have also participated in the tournament in 
1996 and 2004. Team USA won the first World Cup in 1996 and Canada 
won in 2004. 

The NHL and NHLPA had planned to allow their players to take part in 
the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing, but the players did not go due to 
COVID-19 disruptions to the schedule. Along with the World Cup, the 
2026 Winter Olympics in Milan would present another best-on-best 
international opportunity for the NHL and NHLPA. 

Several of the NHL’s top young stars have yet to represent their 
countries in such tournaments. Connor McDavid (Canada), Nathan 
MacKinnon (Canada) and Auston Matthews (Team USA) were part of 
Team North America — a group of the youngest players from Canada 
and the U.S. in the NHL — at the 2016 World Cup. 
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Michigan ‘Hockey Doc’ faces 4 new criminal complaints of sexual 
misconduct 

 

The Athletic Staff, Katie Strang5-6 minutes 11/11/2022 

 

Dr. Zvi Levran, a well-known urologist in suburban Detroit hockey circles, 
is facing four new criminal complaints of sexual misconduct, according to 
the Farmington Hills Police Department. Farmington Hills police arrested 
Levran on Friday for the second time and charged him with 10 counts of 
criminal sexual conduct. 

Here’s what you need to know: 

Levran was charged last month with seven counts of criminal sexual 
conduct in Oakland County, Mich., after a 19-year-old male hockey 
player told police that on Oct. 18 he was sexually assaulted by Levran 
during a medical exam in Levran’s basement office of his Farmington 
Hills home. Levran pleaded not guilty at his arraignment on Oct. 22. 

The 66-year-old was referred to as the “Hockey Doc” or “Doc,” and 
worked as a volunteer with high school hockey programs, including those 
in Farmington and Novi, off and on for nearly two decades, and he also 
helped with the Michigan Developmental Hockey League. 

Each of the new complaints involves allegations that Levran sexually 
abused patients connected to youth hockey organizations during medical 
examinations in his home office, according to Farmington Hills police. His 
next court appearance is set for Dec. 7. 

Each of these complaints involve allegations that Levran sexually abused 
patients during medical examinations in his home office. 

Backstory 

Levran was arraigned Friday on one count of second-degree criminal 
sexual conduct, one count of third-degree criminal sexual conduct and 
eight counts of fourth-degree criminal sexual conduct, based on the four 
new complaints. He pleaded not guilty at arraignment, according to the 
prosecutor. 

If Levran posts bond, which is $250,000 for each case, he will be 
monitored by GPS and confined to his home with specified exceptions 
that include travel to work, court and medical appointments, and he may 
not have unsupervised contact with any patients, including those who 
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brought forward the complaints. He must also surrender his passports, 
according to the court website. 

Levran has traveled with Team Michigan, a select group of elite players 
put together by MDHL, for a USA Hockey-affiliated event in Minnesota 
and served as an on-site physician. He performed physical examinations, 
treated injuries and offered soft tissue massages to players. The 19-year-
old who was allegedly assaulted on Oct. 18 went to see Levran for 
medical treatment. 

News of Levran’s initial arrest jolted the insular Michigan hockey 
community. Asked about the response from the public, Oakland County 
Prosecutor Karen McDonald said:  “I would classify it as widespread. … I 
want to be very careful. These are allegations, nothing more. There’s 
been no conviction here and he’s presumed innocent but, based on the 
evidence and the amount of people that have contacted law enforcement 
and our office and the amount of players and individuals (who) were in 
contact (with Levran), we’re very concerned.” 

Michigan isn’t the only state where Levran worked as a hockey team 
doctor. From 2011 to 2018, he lived in Fergus Falls, Minn., and for a time 
worked as a volunteer doctor treating players at Fergus Falls High. He 
stopped working with athletes there in December 2017, The Athletic 
learned, after a 16-year-old male hockey player talked of being sexually 
assaulted by Levran during an examination. The player who made the 
allegation told The Athletic that he went to see Levran for a shoulder 
injury and that, after examining the player’s shoulder, Levran reached 
down his pants. 

How was the 'Hockey Doc' able to keep working with players after initial 
sexual assault allegations? 

At least one official at the Fergus Falls School District and individuals at 
Lake Region Medical Group — Levran’s employer at the time — became 
aware of the alleged sexual assault. Yet local law enforcement agencies 
and the county’s human services department said they have no record of 
any complaints or reports filed about Levran beyond traffic incidents. And 
officials at Fergus Falls Schools and Lake Region Medical Group either 
declined to comment, citing privacy laws, or were vague in response to 
questions about how they handled the alleged incident. 

It does not appear, based on interviews with players and others around 
the Fergus Falls program, that a wide investigation into Levran’s 
interactions with players in Fergus Falls was conducted. Had that 
occurred, former players told The Athletic, it might have revealed other 
examples of alleged misconduct by Levran, including another instance 
when a second male player says he went to see Levran for a shoulder 
injury and had his genitalia touched. 

“We’d joke about it on the team,” the second player told The Athletic. “Go 
in for a shoulder (injury) and have your balls checked.” 
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Keys to the Bruins being near the top of the NHL standings 

 

Kristen Shilton 

15-19 minutes 
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The Boston Bruins were rumored to be washed up. 

They were supposed to be too old. And too injured. And too past their 
prime. No way could this Bruins' team run with the younger, faster 
Atlantic Division teams -- let along the high-flying league at large. 

That part turned out to be true; the Bruins haven't been keeping up. 
They've been setting the pace. 

Boston cruised to a league-best 12-2-0 record to start this season, while 
boasting the top goal differential (plus-25), most goals for (57, tied with 
Vegas in one fewer game players) and most efficient penalty kill (94.1%) 
during that span. The Bruins took care of business largely without last 
season's leading scorer (Brad Marchand, who returned from offseason 
hip surgery on Oct. 27) or No. 1 defenseman (Charlie McAvoy, just back 
in the lineup after undergoing a complex shoulder procedure in June). 

The season took a controversial turn when the club signed -- then cut ties 
with, amid internal and external criticism -- defenseman prospect Mitchell 
Miller, and the Bruins continue to face questions on their interest in him. 

On the ice, how has Boston proved the pundits wrong? By rolling out its 
own recipe for success. Its key ingredients include a new voice behind 
the bench, enviable forward depth, unexpected star turns and a heap of 
good Pasta. 

Mad for Monty 

It was a real head-scratcher when Boston parted ways with coach Bruce 
Cassidy on June 7 after six seasons. 

The decision came weeks after the Bruins' first-round playoff loss to the 
Carolina Hurricanes -- coaching changes are generally more expedient 
than that -- and Cassidy had produced a strong record (245-108-46) and 
six consecutive postseason appearances. 

Boston's general manager Don Sweeney justified Cassidy's departure as 
the team "need[ing] a new direction" and a "new messaging and voice 
was going to be required." 

Enter Jim Montgomery. 

He became the franchise's 29th coach on June 30, returning to a head 
role for the first time since being let go by Dallas in 2019 for "a personal 
behavioral issue." Shortly after his firing, Montgomery checked into rehab 
for alcohol abuse. In September 2020, St. Louis brought Montgomery on 
as an assistant, a post he held until Sweeney's offer. 

The marriage is, by all accounts, off to an excellent start. 

"He's just come in with [really] good energy," veteran forward Nick 
Foligno said. "That's the biggest thing about Monty; he loves the game 
just as much as the players do. So, it's infectious in our room. He's really 
good about the one-on-one conversations and understanding what you 
need to bring, and he's really open about that. He also enjoys the 
process of the game. It's lined up well with the way this group is. He's 
done a great job." 

What Montgomery doesn't do is micromanage. Instead of recreating the 
Bruins in his own image, Montgomery got to know what makes players 
tick, what systems work with their skill sets and went about maximizing 
the potential off his bench. 

"He just lets us play," forward A.J. Greer said. "He isn't being too hard on 
us, but he's also correcting us, sometimes without even having to say 
anything. It's fun to play for him. The way he uses the systems and the 
way he's using this team is exactly how we want to play, and you see it 
with the success we're having. It's really well-thought out, because 
everyone's dialed into that same mindset and everyone's collectively 
pulling the boat here." 

Cultivating an all-for-one solidarity was a critical mission by Montgomery, 
to keep Boston from allowing early injury absences define the season. 
Adversity can sometimes divide a dressing room; Montgomery's methods 
kept the Bruins tight. 

"I think he really brought this group together," David Pastrnak said. "He's 
a very positive person. He's very smart. He has great points about 
hockey and the style that he wants us to play. He's just been really 
good." 
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That unity extends on the ice too. Montgomery's approach is subtle, but 
he's guiding the Bruins toward being a complete team. The rest has 
come naturally from there. 

"He really understands what [we] are going to have success with," 
Foligno said. "That's being heavy down low. He talks about wearing out 
the goal line, and that's conducive to a lot of guys in this room. That 
messaging alone plays into a lot of guys' hands. Guys are more 
comfortable. The reads you can make down low; you don't get burned on 
as many times if it doesn't work out. There's still a 200-foot game that 
[another] team has to get through. I think that's really played into a lot of 
our hands." 

It's no wonder that the honeymoon phase feels far from over. Boston 
hopes it'll last all season. 

"We love playing for this guy," Greer said. "He's really brought just a 
positive mindset and a positive aura around the group. He always talked 
about the process of taking it one game at a time. He respects us as 
people, he respects us as players, and he understands each and every 
one of us. To build off that energy for the coach and the respect that 
everyone has for everyone here, he's done a phenomenal job and it's 
fun." 

Pasta-powered 

Only two players in the league had more points than David Pastrnak after 
11 games: Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl. 

These things happen. 

Also happening? A potential career year for Boston's bold winger. That's 
saying something for Pastrnak, who managed a second 40-goal showing 
last season, while averaging over a point-per-game pace, with 77 in 72 
games. This season Pastrnak buried eight goals and 19 points through 
the 12-game mark, including eight points in his first four outings alone. 

Boston knew it would need Pastrnak playing at his best without 
Marchand in the mix (especially when Marchand was supposed to be 
unavailable until Thanksgiving). Patrice Bergeron and David Krejci 
coming back on one-year contracts wouldn't be enough to fill the 
offensive void. So Pastrnak kicked things up a notch, and his timing has 
been perfect. 

Pastrnak's terrific play not only benefits the Bruins now, but it's 
materializing in the final season of his six-year, $39.9 million deal. The 
26-year-old will be an unrestricted free agent this summer if he doesn't 
reach an agreement with Boston before that. Basically, this is Pastrnak's 
moment, and he has taken full advantage. 

"He's a man on a mission, right?" Foligno said. "It's just the age too. You 
start to really understand yourself. And I think that's where Pasta has 
come to. He's become a man now in his mindset, his approach to the 
game. The skills have always been there but when you add the rest, you 
become more of a superpower and that's what you see from him. He's 
not afraid to trust his instincts. He understands the players he's playing 
with, he's confident in who he is as a person, and I think it's just coming 
out in the game." 

Boston could have anticipated Pastrnak's prowess. The strong start from 
his linemate Krejci was more in doubt. The 36-year-old spent 2021-22 
with Olomouc HC in his native Czech Republic before deciding to come 
back to the NHL for another season. How quickly Krejci readjusted was a 
question mark. He turned that into an exclamation point, netting two 
goals and eight points through eight games prior to being injured on Oct. 
27. 

Krejci has also been the perfect partner to his other linemate, Taylor Hall. 
They skated together late in the 2020-21 season, and Hall's top-end 
speed complemented Krejci's playmaking. Absence clearly made the 
heart grow fonder, because they've picked up things seamlessly, 
reflected in Hall's own fast start with five goals and nine points in 12 
games. 

Having Pastrnak as part of that equation too? Who can really call them a 
"second line?" 

Depth of character 

Yes, the Bruins have top-end talents. But they haven't been top-heavy. 
The difference lies in Boston's depth. 

In the first 12 games, all but one regular forward (Tomas Nosek) 
produced at least one goal. Multiple skaters were in double-digit point 
totals or averaging more than a point per game. 

While Marchand missed the first two weeks, Boston still rang up the third-
most goals in the league (4.14 per game) and the sixth most shots (35.6 
per contest). Their dominance continued even without contributions from 
McAvoy, a high-level offensive defenseman who has paced the club's 
blueliners with 27 goals and 146 points in his past 250 games. 

Krejci missed time with an injury. Ditto Jake DeBrusk. Boston's bevy of 
options left it unbothered by the disruptions. 

"We have so much depth, and we're winning by committee right now," 
Marchand said. "It's hard for teams to sustain the tempo that we're 
playing at each and every shift, and eventually we just break teams down 
and get opportunities. With the talent that we have on each line, we're 
going to capitalize. Some teams have one or two good lines, but we have 
four. It's showing up when one line has a tough night, [but] another line is 
stepping up and producing and taking over the game." 

Greer has individually embodied that mentality and become Boston's 
surprise standout. It barely registered when Greer signed a two-year, 
$1.5 million free agent contract last summer. After all, the journeyman 
entered this season with two goals and eight points in 47 NHL games 
from 2016-17 to 2021-22. But there was something about the fit in 
Boston. 

It took just four tilts in black and gold for Greer to establish new season-
long career highs in goals (three) and points (five). Greer -- a Boston 
University alum, to boot -- was so thrilled to score in front of the Bruins' 
home crowd he actually kissed his jersey in celebration. 

He has also been a healthy scratch some games, reflecting just how 
many candidates Boston has from which to choose. Greer finds the 
continuous battle for ice time motivating. 

"I think there's a competitive energy in the bottom six because anyone 
can play at any given time," he said. "It's a competitive setting here and 
guys push me to be as best as I can every day. So, things have worked 
out statistically, but I think my game in general has taken just a leap 
forward as far as consistency and finding what I need to do best in the in 
the NHL. I'm really happy about that and just trying to build off it every 
day." 

Foligno has nearly 1,000 more games experience than Greer, but plays a 
similar role in elevating Boston's attack. From a mostly fourth-line perch, 
Foligno managed three goals and seven points in 12 games -- already 
nearing his 13-point total through 64 outings a season ago. 

When Boston is healthy, the fight to stay in play intensifies. That's part of 
the fun. Newbies and veterans alike want to earn their spot, but leave 
ego at the door regardless. 

"I think every guy realizes how crucial [their contribution] is to this team's 
success, whether you're in or out of the lineup," Foligno said. "Every guy 
takes responsibility [because] there's a guy that's a pretty darn good 
player waiting in the wings to come in. So, when you're in, you want to do 
the job you're asked to and when you're not, you're itching for that 
opportunity to get back and just help the group. 

"That's also the mindset and the culture in here. The way that it's been in 
Boston is the next-man-up mentality, and you don't want to let anyone 
down and I think every guy is really relishing that opportunity that they 
have here." 

A new dominant D-man 
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Boston couldn't replace McAvoy. But Hampus Lindholm sure gave it a 
shot. 

Consider Lindholm's role in Boston's wild, come-from-behind victory over 
Pittsburgh this month. The Penguins had a 5-2 lead in the second period 
and the Bruins were down a defender after Derek Forbort suffered an 
upper-body injury in the first. Confronting that multigoal deficit with a 
depleted blue line was daunting. 

Until Lindholm put the Bruins on his back. He assisted on Boston's next 
three goals that forced overtime, and then went coast-to-coast scoring 
the game-winner. 

Montgomery called Lindholm "phenomenal" after that performance. It 
might have been an understatement. 

"I can say that I've played with good defensemen, and I watch hockey 
regularly," Greer said. "And I would say Lindholm is definitely one of the 
more impactful D-men I've seen in the NHL." 

Lindholm's numbers this season back that up. He ranked third among 
league defenders with 13 points through 12 games, had an NHL-best 
plus-12 rating, and averages a strong 24:06 minutes of ice time per game 
-- the bulk of which are played against the opponent's top forwards. 

This is the Lindholm that Boston hoped for when acquiring him via trade 
with the Anaheim Ducks last March. McAvoy hadn't had a true top-pairing 
partner, and the Bruins bet on Lindholm -- with an eight-year, $52 million 
contract signed after the trade -- to be that guy. 

And so it seems that he could be. Lindholm and McAvoy have skated 
together in practices, but Montgomery also likes Lindholm with Connor 
Clifton. That's the thing about Lindholm -- he can work well with almost 
anyone. 

That's not to say Boston doesn't miss McAvoy, of course, at even 
strength and quarterbacking its power play (Boston is at 23.2% -- 14th 
overall -- on the man advantage). But Lindholm arguably has been 
Boston's first-quarter MVP and is generating Norris Trophy buzz while 
keeping the Bruins' back end intact without McAvoy (and more recently 
Forbort) in their midst. 

"It's incredible how [Lindholm] can get away from guys," Foligno said. 
"His poise with the puck, you think he has a play open and then he waits 
that extra second and a better play opens up. He's really given us a real 
footing with Charlie being out and he's logged a lot of minutes. But just 
[with] his calmness, his poise -- it's just settled everyone down on the 
back end. And he's almost welcoming it; that's what's neat about him. He 
welcomes the extra minutes and the pressure." 

There might be more eyes on Lindholm now than ever before in his 
career. That includes some of his teammates. Foligno admits he didn't 
see much of Lindholm when he was playing out west, and Greer claimed 
not to know "one thing about him" before they shared a dressing room. 

Lindholm isn't fooling anyone now. 

"He's an insane hockey player, and an amazing person," Greer said. "I 
did not know he was that good. And every single night, he just puts on a 
show. It's crazy. And he does it so easily. It looks so seamless for him. 
He'll play 30 minutes a night and he has the same energy at the end that 
he had in the first period on his first shift. I think he's been a great 
addition and a great tool for us." 

All in on Ullmark 

The two most recent Bruins goalies to start a season 8-0-0 were Tim 
Thomas in 2010-11 and Linus Ullmark in 2022-23. 

Thomas backstopped Boston to a Stanley Cup that season. Ullmark 
would like to do the same. 

Boston leaned on Ullmark early, and he has embraced being one of the 
NHL's busiest netminders. Those league-leading eight victories came 
with a .929 SV% and 2.16 goals-against average, plus a goals-saved 

above average of 7.0 (sixth overall). And the veteran won't be getting a 
rest any time soon. 

The Bruins planned on using its same goalie tandem of Ullmark and 
Jeremy Swayman that contributed so much to their success last season 
(not to mention a landslide of goalie hug memes). After Tuukka Rask's 
difficult return from injury in January -- and his subsequent retirement 
following four appearances -- the Bruins' crease belonged wholly to then-
rookie Swayman and Ullmark to share. 

Both are capable starters, meant to be equally involved throughout this 
season. Then Swayman went down with a lower-body injury on Nov. 1 
and was moved to injured reserve (he's listed as week-to-week). Ullmark 
immediately inherited increased responsibility -- in concert with 
Swayman's replacement Keith Kinkaid -- to protect the house. 

Fortunately, Ullmark's been up for a heavy workload. And luckily for 
Ullmark there's a strong forward group in front of him to generate needed 
goal support, not to mention that Lindholm-led defense which is top five 
in goals against to date. 

It takes a village, as they say. And Ullmark's consistency has been 
foundational to what Boston is building. 

How high can these Bruins climb? Stay tuned for the next chapter. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why 'emotional' Borje Salming reception hits home for 
young Maple Leafs 

 

Luke Fox 

November 12, 2022, 12:21 AM 

 

TORONTO – William Nylander will always remember that night. 

The dashing, young Swedish hockey star was out for a good time in 
Stockholm when he randomly crossed paths with Borje Salming, the man 
who blazed the trail Nylander followed into Leaf Nation. 

The two tipped back a few drinks, chatted the hours away and hung out 
until it was time to go home. 

“A special moment,” Nylander reminisced Friday inside a bittersweet 
hockey rink. 

“He was the first guy to make his way over and lead the way with his 
toughness and being a leader. He represents a lot of Swedes, and he’s 
done a tremendous job. It’s just so sad seeing him go through what he’s 
going through.” 

Heartbreaking, truly. 

Maple Leafs reflect on Salming's emotional return to Toronto 

To see the rock of the Toronto Maple Leafs blue line and one the 100 
Greatest NHL Players of all time muted and physically limited by the 
cruel hand of ALS. To watch the seemingly indestructible Salming lean 
on fellow Toronto greats Darryl Sittler and Mats Sundin at centre ice as 
he helped welcome in the new Hall of Famers. To learn that there are 
challenges so unforgiving they can swallow the fiercest among us. 

“It was very emotional. He was always very nice to me whenever I spoke 
to him,” Nylander says. “It’s obviously very hard to see.” 

Heartwarming, truly. 

That the Class of 2022 features a trio of indelible Swedish characters — 
Daniel Alfredsson, Henrik Sedin, and Daniel Sedin — who all share 
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gratitude and respect for Salming. That Salming is here, in his beloved 
Toronto, back on a sheet of ice, enveloped by the warm roar of a 
standing ovation. That Sittler, God bless him, raised Salming’s right arm 
so the legend could wave to crowd. 

“You think of the Maple Leafs,” current head coach Sheldon Keefe says, 
“you think of him.” 

“He's a big part of the tradition and the history here,” captain John 
Tavares adds. "He still loves being a Maple Leaf and his connection with 
the team. We know he's in a big fight now, so all our support and 
thoughts are with him.” 

Yes, Hall of Fame weekend in this city is about honouring the greatest 
captain in Ottawa Senators history. It’s about celebrating Vancouver’s 
telepathic twins and the quick-witted goalie that stood so tall behind 
them. It’s about overdue overtures for Herb Carnegie and Riikka Sallinen. 

(It’s also about the Maple Leafs trying to salvage points in their back-to-
back, after dropping a 4-2 decision to the Pittsburgh Penguins Friday.) 

But it’s also one last opportunity for an organization to thank its greatest 
defenceman and one of its most loyal ambassadors. Salming will be back 
in the barn Saturday, when he’ll be honoured more formally. 

“He’s an icon,” says current Maple Leafs defender Rasmus Sandin, 49 
years Salming’s junior. “He’s going through a really big fight right now.” 

As with Nylander, Salming has made a point to strike up a relationship 
with Sandin, to keep that connection between Swedish Maple Leafs 
alive. It’s only just the man feels some of the love back. 

Sandin thinks back to the summer of 2018, after he’d been chosen by 
Toronto. 

“That’s something I’ll remember forever,” Rasmus says. “He was my 
dad’s idol growing up, so he was probably more nervous than I was.” 

Surely, Salming picked up the cheque? 

Nah. Not necessary. 

“I think it was on the house when Borje was with us,” Sandin smiles. 

As it should be. 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Alex Ovechkin was asked this week whom he’d select as a third forward 
if he and Crosby were to form a dream line. 

"He probably wants Mario Lemieux," Ovechkin guessed. "But I'll take 
[Donald] Brashear... We need some protection. You know, we need 
some freedom out there. So, if somebody is going to touch us, it's not 
going to be fun." 

Yes, Crosby caught the clip — and appreciated the direction his frenemy 
swerved. 

“He was right with Mario, probably," Crosby said Friday morning. "I like 
where his head's at, though. We've been lucky enough to play with some 
pretty tough guys and had that luxury of having guys look out for us. I 
mean, you know, Georges Laraque, André Roy, and the list goes on and 
on. I don't want to forget guys, because it makes a big difference, 
especially coming in and guys looking out for you like that. There's a 
number of guys that did that, and I'm glad he showed appreciation for 
that, for sure.” 

Does dressing an intimidator of that ilk still matter in today’s NHL, 
though? 

"The element's still there, so, yeah," Crosby replied. "If you look at certain 
situations or certain teams, yeah, I would say it does.” 

• Not only did ex-Penguin Zach Aston-Reese score in his first game 
facing his old team, but he dropped the quote of the night describing the 
experience: “Like going to dinner with your ex-girlfriend.” 

• Asked if he’s spotted any similarities between Crosby and Auston 
Matthews, ex-Penguin Zach Aston-Reese said he sees John Tavares as 
a better comparable in terms of their detailed approach to the craft and 
how the stars carry themselves. (We agree.) 

“I'd say he's more meticulous than I am,” says the routine-obsessed 
Crosby, laughing. 

“He might disagree, but we spent a lot of time together. I know J.T. well. I 
know how serious he takes it and his commitment to the game, to his 
team, to his teammates. So, I'll take that as a compliment for sure. But I'd 
say he's a little more meticulous than I am.” 

• Mike Sullivan fondly remembers coaching the Sedin twins in 
Vancouver, where he was even more impressed by their professionalism 
and competitive drive than their talent. 

“I’ve never seen two players that have had the chemistry that those two 
guys had,” Sullivan says. “They were the standard there for just driving 
the excellence that they represent. 

“Their work ethic was off the charts. Their play on the ice speaks for 
itself. They had a certain magic between the two of them, a certain 
chemistry, that’s hard to explain.” 

How did Sullivan know Daniel from Henrik? 

“I could tell them apart when they were together. But when they were 
separate, I had no chance.” 

• Kasperi Kapanen is 26. He’s making $3.2 million per season and has 
another year on his deal and has one goal in 12 games this season. 

After going pointless with a dash-7 in his past seven appearances, the 
ex-Leaf was healthy-scratched for the second consecutive game. 
Kapanen is firmly in the coaches’ (and the local reporters’) doghouse. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs dealt yet another painful lesson on what it 
means to be elite 

 

Sonny Sachdeva 

November 12, 2022, 12:16 AM 

 

TORONTO — Head coach Sheldon Keefe spelled it out as clearly as he 
could. He put the formula up in lights. 

“You want to be an elite team? You need to be elite in managing games,” 
Keefe had said Tuesday after a few key lapses in judgement turned a 
comeback win against Vegas into an overtime loss. “You’ve got to close 
that game out.” 

Given a chance at a do-over on Friday night, the Maple Leafs found 
themselves on the wrong end of yet another painful lesson in what that 
means. 

“I thought it was a clinic by the Pittsburgh Penguins in terms of how they 
defended,” Keefe said Friday after those Penguins left Scotiabank Arena 
with a 4-2 win over his Maple Leafs. “They made it hard — we were on 
the wall a lot, and we couldn’t find our way through that. That’s the 
difference in the game.” 

If the bench boss needed a clearer blueprint to show his young leaders 
after watching them let their previous tilt slip away, the follow-up effort 
should serve as a worthy companion lesson. 

Through 40 minutes of what wound up a high-flying back-and-forth 
between two clubs not short on dynamic offensive talent, Toronto 
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seemed right where they needed to be. With a cadre of hockey legends 
watching on — the evening beginning with a centre-ice ceremony for the 
Hall of Fame’s incoming class — one of the future Hall inductees in black 
and yellow was threatening to take the night over, Evgeni Malkin wiring 
home an early tying goal and later facilitating a go-ahead tally courtesy of 
a spinning backhand dish to a wide-open Jason Zucker. 

But the Maple Leafs were holding strong. After knocking at the door with 
chance after chance — the most promising of them a sharp-angle shot 
wired through the crease and off the far post — William Nylander burst 
through with a statement man-advantage one-timer to knot things up late 
in the second period. Toronto was getting its chances, pushing Pittsburgh 
back, gearing up for a knockout punch. 

Then Brock McGinn walked in and beat Erik Kallgren with a straight shot 
two minutes into the final period — the first Penguins goal the netminder 
had any real chance of stopping. At this point, Pittsburgh turned their 
attention to the type of lockdown defensive effort Keefe’s been waiting to 
see from his own group. 

After outshooting Pittsburgh 26-15 through the opening two periods, the 
Maple Leafs were held to just four shots through the third, a blanket 
thrown over their every attempt at another tying goal, before the Pens 
tossed in an empty-netter for good measure. 

Clinical. 

But even before that educational final frame, there were earlier hints the 
Maple Leafs hadn’t learned their lesson, Keefe said post-game. 

“I thought some of the first period was okay, not nearly as good as we 
would expect. [But] we’re up 1-0. We’re in a good spot there — we get a 
good goal by (Zach) Aston-Reese, gives us a lead. And then I was really 
disappointed in how we closed out that period,” the coach said. “We give 
them one back.” 

What adjustment can Maple Leafs make to overcome overtime 
struggles? 

Twice the Penguins were able to grab hold of the game after a strong 
push from the Leafs. And Toronto had its chances to pull the night back 
the other way, too. In the end, the difference was one club’s ability to 
shut down the trade-off when it mattered most, to shift their mindset from 
highlight-reel offence to game-winning defence. 

Now, one club heads home with the early makings of a win streak, the 
other with a newly growing pile of L’s. 

“To me, it goes back to just how connected we can be, and how we can 
manage the puck, and how we can get on top of teams,” Keefe said of 
why his club hasn’t yet found its rhythm. “That’s really what we need to 
do a better job of. You know, sequences are ending too quickly — we’re 
at our best when we get second, third, fourth opportunities to play on 
offence. We haven’t had enough of those as a team. Just managing the 
puck needs to be better. 

“That was the biggest factor in the game here today. We didn’t manage it 
well enough.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Amid unprecedented slump, Canucks' Demko knows he 
needs to be better 

 

Iain MacIntyre November 11, 2022, 6:59 PM 

 

TORONTO – His worst stretch of professional hockey represents not 
only a stunning break in form for Thatcher Demko, but it's buckling one of 
his core beliefs about hard work and preparation. 

The Vancouver Canucks’ goalie returned from San Diego in early August 
to begin training in B.C. with goaltending guru Ian Clark. The 26-year-old 
actually put off his honeymoon to get a head start on this season. 

By the time training camp opened in late September, Demko felt better 
prepared than ever before and said he was confident he could find yet an 
even higher level of play after his National Hockey League breakthrough 
last year when he was on the fringes of Vezina Trophy discussions. 

And then the Canucks’ regular season started on Oct. 12 and Demko 
began an astonishing stretch of form that has seen him allow four or 
more goals in seven of 10 starts – and never fewer than three – while 
building a save percentage of .874 that ranks 45th among 48 NHL 
goalies who have logged at least five games. 

One month into the regular season, Demko has one win. 

“That's the most frustrating part, I think,” he said Friday when reminded of 
his preparation. “If I was sitting around all summer not doing anything, 
then you can look at yourself (struggle) and be like, 'alright, well, that 
makes sense.' I think that's where some of the frustration comes -- 
putting the work in in the summer, putting the work in every day. . . 
(trying) to be one of the first guys that come to the rink, I'm in the gym all 
the time, working hard on the ice. 

“You've always kind of been told that as you grow up, that's kind of what 
it takes to be successful. And so sometimes it feels like you're just trying 
everything. But, you know, it's part of the process. Nothing is going to be 
perfect all the time, so I'm sticking with it and, like I said, I know it's going 
to turn.” 

In a short, candid discussion with reporters after the Canucks practised in 
nearby Etobicoke for Saturday’s game against the Toronto Maple Leafs, 
Demko said he knows he must play better. 

“I'm aware of it; I think that's Step 1,” he said of his problems. “So just put 
my nose down right now and get back to work. 

“You’ve got to remember, like, stuff's going to happen. It's not always 
going to be perfect. It's really easy to wake up, pissed off and maybe a 
little bit grumpy or whatever. But taking a step back, (you) realize it's all 
going to be okay. I'm going to come out of this. Obviously, with the work 
that I put in, I'm trying to make that happen a lot sooner than later. 
Finding my game, finding myself a little bit out there, and just doing the 
work to do that.” 

It’s not always perfect, even if Demko seemed close to that at times last 
season when he won 33 games and finished with a .915 save rate that 
was skewed downward by a late-season injury and did not reflect the 
quality of shots the American faced as one of the NHL leaders in goals 
saved above expectation. 

Demko had surgery immediately after the season but, in revealing it in 
general terms to Sportsnet at training camp, downplayed the procedure’s 
severity and its impact on his off-season. 

Since Demko began playing in the United States Hockey League at age 
15, the 2014 second-round pick doesn’t appear to have endured anything 
close to the slump he is fighting now. In 2 ½ years in the NHL, for 
instance, he had never gone more than five straight games allowing 
three or more goals. After losing 5-2 in Montreal on Wednesday, that 
streak for Demko is at 10 games. 

His 11th game will be either Saturday or Sunday, as the 4-7-3 Canucks 
play back-to-back in Toronto and Boston, where Demko played college 
hockey. 

Canucks coach Bruce Boudreau admitted Friday that all his projections 
for this season were based on the premise that Demko would provide 
strong goaltending. 

“The one thing you always based everything on was, in the end, we had 
the goaltending to save us,” he said. “And it will save us in the end, but it 
hasn't saved us too often yet. But there's not a guy in the room -- 
coaches or players -- that doesn't have the ultimate faith in him that it's 
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going to come back. His body of work has been too good for it not to 
happen. 

“No one works harder than him. He comes out half an hour early every 
day. He stays on (late) every day. His desire and drive to be the best is 
right up there with all of them. I mean, his slump has been a little longer 
than we would really have liked. But at some point, he's going to find it. 
Whether it's one save, whether it's one game. . . all of a sudden it'll click 
back in and his confidence will be there.” 

Backup goalie Spencer Martin, who has three of the team’s four wins and 
has never failed to get at least a point in 10 games under Boudreau 
going back to last season, will play at least one of the games this 
weekend. 

“I'm not doing as good a job as I know I can do,” Demko said. “It's 
something that as a teammate, as a competitor, you know, it kind of eats 
at you. 

“I think everyone's hard themselves in this environment. I think you have 
to be. Maybe, like you said, sometimes you've got to take it easy on 
yourself a little bit here and there. It's just about finding that joy and 
coming to the rink excited. Obviously, things aren't going great for us as a 
team, but I think guys attitudes have been great. . . just trying to have 
each other's back even when stuff's going on around in the media or 
whatever's going on. It's about us in here.” 

• Boudreau changed his defence pairings and top forward lines on 
Friday. He split the effective Quinn Hughes-Luke Schenn duo, partnering 
Hughes with Tyler Myers, dropping Schenn on to a pairing with Riley 
Stillman and moving Oliver Ekman-Larsson alongside Ethan Bear. With 
winger Tanner Pearson injured, Ilya Mikheyev replaced him on a line with 
J.T. Miller and Brock Boeser, while Nils Hoglander was elevated to a unit 
with Elias Pettersson and Andrei Kuzmenko. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' Suzuki taking game to new level while thriving 
under pressure of captaincy 

 

Eric Engels 

November 11, 2022, 4:35 PM 

 

BROSSARD, Que.— On Friday, after pushing his players through an 
intense, one-hour practice in preparation for their game against the 
Pittsburgh Penguins Saturday, Canadiens coach Martin St. Louis said 
what anyone who’s been watching Nick Suzuki play since the beginning 
of the season has been thinking. 

“I think he’s very mature,” St. Louis said to describe the 23-year-old, “and 
the way he plays has, even more, confirmed that he was ready to be the 
captain of this team.” 

It was a big question coming into the season. Not only were the 
Canadiens naming Suzuki the youngest captain in team history, but they 
were also doing so in the first of his eight years under a contract worth 
$63 million, and you had to wonder if it was too much, too soon. 

The possibility he might not be ready for that kind of pressure was 
naturally considered by St. Louis and Canadiens management, but their 
decision to go ahead with putting the ‘C’ on Suzuki’s jersey on Sept. 12 
said everything about how they felt about that possibility being realized. 

And what Suzuki’s done since—producing nine goals and 17 points in 14 
games despite missing almost all of training camp with lower- and upper-
body injuries—has only reinforced their confidence in that decision. 

The London, Ont., native is on one of the biggest heaters in the NHL, 
with only eight players in the league producing more than his six goals 
and 10 points since Oct. 29. 

That would be an ego-swelling run for anyone, but Suzuki’s teammates 
say nothing has changed about the way he’s been carrying himself. 

“I really think, and kudos to him, he already had that leadership presence 
even last year, and the respect, and he’s done a great job of just being 
himself,” said Canadiens defenceman Jordan Harris. “At the end of the 
day, that’s why he was chosen captain. It’s because of the person he is 
and the player he is and the respect he gets, and he hasn’t changed his 
demeanor at all wearing the ‘C.’ If anything, it’s like he had the captaincy 
before with the way he held himself and commanded respect in the 
room.” 

Suzuki’s commanding it on the ice more than he ever has before, facing 
top competition every night and coming out on top. 

Not only is he producing at 100-point pace, but the consistency of his 
production has also fueled Montreal’s 7-6-1 start to the season. Suzuki 
has only been held off the scoresheet on three occasions thus far and, 
on one of them, he still managed to contribute a goal in the shootout to 
help the Canadiens win. 

Sean Monahan, who came to the Canadiens over the summer after 
playing several seasons in Calgary next to one of the game’s biggest 
superstars in Johnny Gaudreau, said he’s been nothing but impressed by 
his young captain. 

“He’s a smart player, he makes good reads, he thinks the game at a high 
level and he executes it,” said the 28-year-old. “So, he’s been great for 
the team and guys have to keep following his lead.” 

When asked what impresses him most about Suzuki, Monahan said, “I 
think it’s his poise.” 

“He’s smart, he reads the game well. He makes good reads, and he 
seems to always be in the right spot, and that’s a credit to him,” Monahan 
added. 

That Suzuki isn’t satisfied with his results so far is another. 

He’s aware he’s not going to continue scoring on 50 per cent of his shots 
(as he has over the last six games) or on 27 per cent of them (as he has 
since the beginning of the season), especially knowing his career 
average is under 13 per cent. 

But Suzuki doesn’t think he’ll be scoring any less. 

“I’m probably just not shooting enough, honestly,” Suzuki said. “There’s 
some games where I had like one or two shots on net, so that’s 
something I keep telling myself to do is shoot more. But I think I’m pretty 
good at picking when I can shoot, and if I don’t feel like I have the right 
opportunity to try to score on the shot, I try to find something else.” 

Finding someone else is a trademark of his, and the options he has to 
choose from right now are doing their part. 

Cole Caufield has eight goals from Suzuki’s wing, and Kirby Dach has 
scored three in six games since joining the top line. 

The chemistry is undeniable between the three of them, and Suzuki 
believes it’ll continue to build. 

As for the growth in his offensive numbers, Suzuki has also learned a 
thing or two about sustaining productivity since entering the league in 
2019. 

He took a key lesson from the 2020-21 season, in which he produced 12 
points in his first 10 games before sputtering with just three points over 
his next 10. 

“As the season goes on, teams get better defensively and things start to 
tighten up and you just want to keep finding your game, playing well, 
practice habits, working out more and trying to stay stronger during the 
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season and not have dips in energy,” Suzuki said. “Stuff like that is what 
I’ve learned through my first couple of years here.” 

Meanwhile, just playing his game, not worrying about external 
expectations and not succumbing to the pressure that comes with his 
lucrative contract and the captaincy all seems to come naturally to 
Suzuki. 

“I feel like whether I had the ‘C’ or not, I’d still want to be doing what I’m 
doing,” he said. “I didn’t put any other pressure on me to produce more. I 
think I’m a player that plays on the power play and plays in offensive 
situations, so it’s my job to produce and help the team as much as I can 
whether it’s power play, P.K., 5-on-5. I didn’t come into the season 
putting more pressure on myself.” 

Like St. Louis said, Suzuki has confirmed why he’s the right player to 
serve as captain for the Canadiens. 

That he’s done it this early in his tenure will only benefit him as he 
navigates the role moving forward. 
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Sportsnet.ca / More November heartbreak for the Senators as they fall in 
OT to the Devils 

 

Wayne ScanlanNovember 11, 2022, 11:26 AM 

 

After Thursday’s overtime loss to the New Jersey Devils, a single image 
told the story. 

Ottawa Senators captain Brady Tkachuk sat on the bench, his head 
slumped forward, buried in his gloves. 

No doubt Tkachuk was thinking back to the two chances he had in close 
against goaltender Akira Schmid in overtime, during a 4-on-3 Senators 
advantage for a full two minutes. Schmid, brought in in relief after starter 
Vitek Vanicek got hurt, looked to be a sitting duck. The 22-year-old from 
Switzerland had never won an NHL game, a career 0-4 with poor 
underlying stats, but he stood tall against the Senators and recorded his 
first NHL victory while sending Ottawa to its seventh straight defeat. 

Nico Hischier got credit for the winner when he was nicked by a Dougie 
Hamilton blast on the Devils’ brief power play, taking a 4-on-3 with 41 
seconds left. Ottawa winger Tyler Motte took the critical faceoff and lost it 
to Hischier. The Devils ran their win streak to eight games. 

Tkachuk lamented what might have been, as he was stymied by Schmid. 

“I have an opportunity there to end the game on the power play, and it 
sucks,” Tkachuk told reporters postgame. “That needs to go in. I need to 
step up and I didn’t find a way.” 

Say this for the Senators, despite their 4-8-1 record: They aren’t pointing 
fingers elsewhere. After Tuesday’s loss to the Vancouver Canucks, 
goaltender Cam Talbot accepted blame. Now, Tkachuk is standing up 
and being accountable. 

Does it make things easier – or harder - that the Senators played a great 
third period, tied the game on Shane Pinto’s second goal, but couldn’t 
deliver the extra point in OT despite that lengthy power-play opportunity? 

Tkachuk called it “top to bottom” one of Ottawa’s best third periods of the 
season. 

“To not get it done in OT is frustrating,” Tkachuk said. “We deserved 
better.” 

Beleaguered head coach D.J. Smith, who received verbal support from 
general manager Pierre Dorion just four days ago, was visibly upset by 

the loss. He gave the shortest answers of the season in his media 
availability after the game. 

“We had every opportunity to win the game,” Smith said. “Our power play 
had every chance. Their guy made the saves and then we take a penalty 
and they score.” 

Party for Pinto 

Another reason Thursday’s loss was unfortunate: Rookie centre Pinto 
could not fully acknowledge the party in the stands that was happening 
on his behalf. Pinto, who grew up in Franklin Square, N.Y., had a slew of 
family and friends at this game in the Prudential Center in Newark. 

Most noticeably, several of his bodies were dressed in Pinto No. 57 Sens 
sweaters or the No. 22 UND jersey he wore at the University of North 
Dakota. Let’s just say his friends were having a good time. And they had 
lots to celebrate, with Pinto scoring two goals. 

Pinto gave his pals a nod of recognition before the game and then put on 
a show for them. 

“A very cool moment, for sure,” Pinto said, afterward. “It’s my first (NHL 
game in this area) and having family and friends here was cool. I just 
wish we could’ve won.” 

November the cruelest month 

November should be a kinder month to the Ottawa Senators. 

It is the 11th month of the year, and No. 11 holds a special place in the 
hearts of all Senators fans. 

No. 11 was the number of Daniel Alfredsson, who will be inducted into 
the Hockey Hall of Fame on Monday. Fans in Ottawa would often chant 
Alfredsson’s name at the 11:11 mark of a period. No. 11 is the first jersey 
of a modern-day Senators player to be retired. 

Oddly enough, Alfie once returned to the lineup from a concussion on 
Nov. 11, 2011 (11/11/11). 

As I write this, it is Nov. 11 and we are thinking of the soldiers who gave 
up their lives for this country in the two world wars. Lest we forget. That is 
the reference to 11 that matters most. 

The Senators do not play on Remembrance Day. They resume their 
schedule in Philadelphia Saturday, with a matinee game against the 
Flyers, who will welcome home their former captain Claude Giroux in a 
ceremony. Giroux signed with his hometown Senators over the summer 
and has been everything Ottawa could have hoped for as a player and 
leader. 

And yet, that November curse strikes again. On Thursday, when the 
Senators fell in overtime to the Devils, it was Ottawa’s seventh straight 
defeat and the first in extra time this season. 

The Senators' overall record falls to 4-8-1, last place in the Atlantic 
Division. 

For the second straight year, November games have brought heartbreak, 
hockey’s version of the famed "Gales of November" that traditionally 
strike the Great Lakes. 

In five November games this season, the Senators are 0-4-1. Last 
November, when the club was rocked by COVID-19, the Sens completely 
fell out of the playoff picture when they ran up a 1-10-1 record. 

Combined, the Senators are 1-14-2 in 17 November games in 2021 and 
2022. 

(Note: There were no games in November 2020 because of the 
pandemic. The Senators didn’t do any better when the season started in 
mid-January 2021 – they were 1-7-1 for the month.) 

Ottawa has nine games remaining in November to try to turn this trend 
around. 
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Crosby heads into second career Hall of Fame Game against new Leafs 
era 

 

Mark Masters 

14-17 minutes 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Toronto Maple 
Leafs, who had an optional skate ahead of their game against the 
Pittsburgh Penguins at Scotiabank Arena on Friday. 

The Pittsburgh Penguins snapped a seven-game skid (0-6-1) with a win 
in Washington on Wednesday.  

"It's nice to get rewarded," said captain Sidney Crosby. "There's some 
games over that stretch where we played well and probably deserved 
better. It didn't happen so we got to earn that opportunity to get rewarded 
and hopefully we can continue that here tonight. We obviously know we 
got to follow it up and try to continue to gain some momentum here." 

Crosby has four points in the last four games. He provided a steady 
presence as the Penguins navigated their longest winless stretch since 
Crosby's rookie season (2005-06).   

"He's a voice of reason," said coach Mike Sullivan. "There's never any 
panic in his game. There's never any doubt in his game. His leadership 
by example is the most important aspect of what he brings when your 
team goes through challenging times."  

Crosby has always had a sense of occasion throughout his career. On 
Friday, he will play in his second career Hockey Hall of Fame Game in 
Toronto. The class of 2022 – Daniel Alfredsson, Henrik Sedin, Daniel 
Sedin, Roberto Luongo, Riikka Sallinen and Herb Carnegie – will be 
honoured in a pre-game ceremony.  

"Definitely some great memories of playing against all those guys and 
playing with Roberto," said Crosby. "It's a cool thing. For guys in this 
room, it's not something you get to be a part of a lot so just try and take 
everything in." 

Crosby picked up an assist on the game-winning goal by Pascal Dupuis 
on Nov. 14. 2014 as the Penguins edged the Leafs 2-1 in that year's Hall 
of Fame Game. But that game happened before this new Leafs era 
dawned and once the puck drops on Friday Crosby will likely see a lot of 
reigning Hart Trophy winner Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner, the first 
team All-Star right winger last season.  

"They hold onto the puck really well in the offensive zone," Crosby 
observed. "They're great off the rush. They play off of one another so 
well. You know they're going to get chances. They're going to get looks. 
Just try and make it tough for them to get those looks and try to hold onto 
the pucks ourselves if we get the opportunity."  

Per the Elias Sports Bureau, five of Crosby’s six goals this season have 
given the Penguins a lead. 
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'Voice of reason' Crosby helps Pens get on track; ready for Matthews-
Marner challenge 

Sidney Crosby discusses the Penguins ending their seven-game slide 
and head coach Mike Sullivan explains why their captain is often the 
voice of reason in their room and always leads by example. 

Leafs captain John Tavares sees some similarities between Matthews 
and Crosby, who he's played with internationally on Team Canada.  

"I've always thought about both of them as probably the two players I've 
really seen [who] control the game," Tavares said. "The game always 
seems to go through them whether that's the puck following them around 
or things always seem to happen really well on the ice when they're on 
it." 

Has Zach Aston-Reese, who spent parts of five seasons with the 
Penguins before joining the Leafs this summer, picked up on that?  

"They have similar work ethic," the winger said. "They both work really 
hard in practice. More so, I notice some similarities with Tavares. It's 
almost like a little bit of an aura that those guys give off that you just want 
to follow." 

Aston-Reese highlights Tavares' meticulous preparation off the ice. 

"I'd say he's more meticulous than I am," Crosby insisted with a laugh. 
"You'll have to ask him though. I don't know. He might disagree, but we 
spent a lot of time together. I know JT well. I know how serious he takes 
it and his commitment to the game, to his team, to his teammates so I'll 
take that as a compliment for sure. But, I'd say he's a little more 
meticulous than I am ... He's just really detailed. I mean, I don't know how 
else to describe it." 
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Matthews or Tavares: Which Leaf is more like Crosby? 

John Tavares has had the opportunity to play with both Sidney Crosby 
and Auston Matthews and explains what similarities he sees. Zach 
Aston-Reese has now also played with both and explains why Tavares 
has a similar 'aura' to Crosby. 

Tavares is one goal away from 400 in his career.  

"Not trying to think about it a whole lot," he said. "Just keep being strong 
around the net, shooting the puck and hopefully it comes in a good way." 

With the Sedins being honoured on Friday, Tavares was asked about his 
chemistry with William Nylander.  

"We're definitely not twins," Tavares said with a smile. "[The] more and 
more you play with someone the more comfort and understanding you 
have on and off the ice. There's continued growth from both of us in our 
own way that I think is really benefiting us and how we continue to be 
better and push each other to be difference makers in all areas of the 
game, with and without the puck." 

Tavares leads the Leafs with eight goals this season. Nylander has five 
goals.  

"He's a tremendous talent, very driven hockey player and person," 
Tavares said. "He's a blast to play with and it's been great. Our evolution, 
I think individually, but as a combo [has been positive] and hopefully we 
continue that way. I know we really enjoy playing together. It's been great 
so far so hopefully more and more it becomes something like on the 
Sedin level."  

John Tavares reflects on playing against the Sedin brothers ahead of 
their induction into the Hockey Hall of Fame. He also touches on the 
'brotherly' like chemistry he has with William Nylander as their 
partnership grows. 

Börje Salming will be at both Leafs games this weekend. The Hall-of-
Fame defenceman, who played for the Leafs from 1973 to 1989, is 
battling ALS. Salming will be the last Hall of Famer introduced on Friday. 
He will also be featured on the video board at some point on Saturday so 
Leafs Nation can offer its support.  

"It's going to be unbelievable," said defenceman Mark Giordano. "You're 
going to see a great moment."  

"He's a big part of the tradition and the history here," said Tavares. "He 
still loves being a Maple Leaf and his connection with the team. We know 
he's in a big fight now so all our support and thoughts are with him." 
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"We're all standing behind him," said defenceman Rasmus Sandin. "It's 
rough, but everyone supports him. We hope for the best." 

The Leafs will have five Swedes in the lineup on Friday, including 
Sandin. After the Leafs drafted him in 2018, Sandin met with Salming in 
Stockholm.  

"He wanted to go to lunch with me," Sandin said. "That's something I'll 
remember forever ... I was nervous. My dad was with us and he was my 
dad's idol growing up so he was probably more nervous than I was. It 
was special."  

Best advice from Salming?  

Borje Salming will be honoured in Toronto at both of the Maple Leafs 
games. The Leaf legend is currently battling ALS and the team explains 
why it means so much to have him around. 

Traded from Pittsburgh to Anaheim in March, Aston-Reese will play 
against the Penguins for the first time.  

"I'm not really sure what to expect," the 28-year-old admits. "It's always a 
little awkward playing against guys that you've been friends with for five, 
six years, [but] you're not friends during the game." 

Aston-Reese stopped by the Penguins hotel for a "short and sweet" 
reunion on Thursday. He considers Bryan Rust, Brian Dumoulin, Chad 
Ruhwedel and Teddy Blueger his closest friends on the roster.  

"I built pretty close relationships with a lot of those guys," he said.  

Considering all the time together, does Aston-Reese have any insight on 
game planning for Crosby?  

"You can't really prepare for that," he said. "He's one of the best at 
protecting the puck and has some of the best vision in the game. It'll be a 
task."  

Nick Robertson calls Crosby his "idol" growing up.  

"He was my guy, for sure," the 21-year-old winger said. "My agent [Pat 
Brisson] is his agent. I was always asking my agent about him." 

Robertson's room was littered with Penguins paraphernalia when he was 
a kid.  

"Everything you can imagine," Robertson said. "Everything. Literally, 
everything."  

Crosby even influenced how a young Robertson played.  

"I remember him calling for the puck a lot so I incorporated that in my 
game when I was younger," Robertson recalled with a smile. "People 
used to say I called [for] the puck too much." 

Robertson has never met Crosby and is determined not to be starstruck 
on Friday.   

"I've played against a lot of players now," said Robertson, who has 28 
NHL games under his belt. "I've been kind of like, 'Oh my God!' But now 
it's like I have more things to worry about."  

That said, will he try and get a stick from Crosby on Friday?  

"It'd be nice if I got one but, again, I have a game to focus on. I'm not an 
eight-year-old fan anymore. I have a big game today to focus on."  

All young players go through this type of experience, including Crosby.  

"I felt like it was every night my first year, to be honest with you," the now 
35-year-old said of facing his idols. "I mean, you look up to guys. One 
year you're trying to learn from them and watch them and the next year 
you're playing against them. It's a fine line. You want to respect their skill 
and what they do, but you also want to make sure you compete hard 
against them too. It's something you learn to work through." 
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'Not a fan anymore': Leafs' Robertson stays focused ahead of first 
showdown with 'idol' Crosby 

Nick Robertson is very much looking forward to playing against his 
boyhood idol, Sidney Crosby, when the Maple Leafs host the Penguins 
tonight. Even though it will be a special moment for the Leafs' forward, he 
says he wont be starstruck and has 'a game to focus on.' 

 --- 

Sandin refused to use playing the offside as an excuse for his misplay at 
the offensive blue line on Tuesday, which led to the first Vegas goal.  

How's he feeling on the right side?   

"The adjustment has been fine," he insisted. "I've been playing with Gio 
and he's helping me a lot." 

The Leafs had two practice days between games this week and on both 
days Sandin was on the ice early doing extra right-side reps with skating 
consultant Paul Matheson.  

"It's the way you turn," he explained of the focus. "Playing with your stick 
on the inside it's easy to get your back turned on the right side of the wall 
and stuff like that and it kind of takes our players away a little with how 
you have your head up." 

Rasmus Sandin had a tough play that resulted in a goal against less than 
a minute into their game against the Golden Knights. Mark Masters has 
more on how he's shaking off the mistake and adjusting to playing on the 
right side. 

During the broadcast of the Capitals-Penguins game on Wednesday, 
TNT reporter Tarik El-Bashir relayed a question to Alex Ovechkin from 
longtime rival Crosby. Everyone always asks us about playing each 
other, but what if we were linemates. Who are you taking as a third 
player?   

Crosby's response?  

"He was right with Mario, probably," Crosby said with a grin. "I like where 
his head's at, though. We've been lucky enough to play with some pretty 
tough guys and had that luxury of having guys look out for us. I mean, 
you know, Georges Laraque, André Roy and the list goes on and on. I 
don't want to forget guys, because it makes a big difference, especially 
coming in and guys looking out for you like that. There's a number of 
guys that did that and I'm glad he showed appreciation for that, for sure."   

Does toughness and the threat of a fight still make a difference in today's 
game?  

"The element's still there so yeah," Crosby said. "If you look at certain 
situations or certain teams, yeah, I would say, it does."  

Crosby on Ovechkin picking Brashear to be their linemate: 'I like where 
his head's at' 

Sidney Crosby discusses the hypothetical of playing with Alex Ovechkin 
and who'd they want as a third linemate. 

Projected Leafs lineup for Friday's game:  

Kerfoot - Matthews - Marner  

Robertson - Tavares - Nylander  

Aston-Reese - Kampf - Malgin  

Bunting - Engvall - Jarnkrok   

Rielly - Liljegren  

Brodie - Holl  

Giordano - Sandin  

Kallgren starts  

Petruzzelli 
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Lines at Penguins skate:  

Guentzel - Crosby - Rust 

Zucker - Malkin - Rakell 

McGinn - Carter - Heinen 

Hallander - Poehling - Archibald 

Pettersson - Letang 

Joseph - Petry 

Dumoulin - Rutta 

DeSmith starts  
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